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et.ernal perfect, beloved

a golden rain of gratefulneaa
falls into the ocean of oneness in sy heart.
oh meher baba, you drown se in yourself.
thank you after thank you serges in your grace.

this oneness in which everything disappears
and yet remains, all one, alone,
you are this everything beyond large and small,
which all struggle to divide.

dream phantoms pop up in the ocean
with their senseless scenes

and fall back into the ocean without leaving a trace.

oh beloved, you respond in love.
separation disappears and bliss remains.
where all is soaked in your wetness,
lover and beloved become one ocean without corners.

eternal perfect beloved

oh olive of exquisite taste, meher baba,
one and all, you who heal the divided mind,
the feast of my life is to roll your name over my tongue

and enter into the silence within you,
which is empty of division and full of wholeness.

the entire universe answers your question, "who am i?"
you answer my question, "who am i?"
i am means the same as vou are,

other than self, what is there?

mind, projecting analysis into manyness,
puts it feet down everywhere like a millipede,
whereas heart, projecting synthesis into one,
reaches every seeming corner with its glue of love.

the veil of twoness both reveals and conceals
the truth of one uni-formless dual-form.
all and/or nothing is and/or isn't self and/nor other.



eternal perfect beloved

et first i didn't recognize you in the crirowd,
then i caught your face but i didn't »eein to care,
now my heart leaps with joy at every sight of you.

in the beginning you were stranger than fiction,
then you were friendlier than my own self.
finally you are the inescapable reality of oneness

mind ,

your face is everywhere i turn.
®  face in fact, filling everywhere so full
at turning and direction are impossible.

^aspite all the insane analyses of my
you are always there in my heart
n serene synthesis, healing grace.

the moment attention slips off you, pain begins,
comes into play and work is created.

i  . i think of me separate from you

anS oT reality in twobirth to the universe and murdered it too.
attention drains away from you

yQ arises full of witless scenes.
with these dream scenes like images in film,

ending that they are not you.

one'^jlni perfect beloved godself meher baba,
without other,

and Plea time and everywhereee make me worthy of your company.

and beg^to^b yo"r feet»eg to become dust there.



e-ternal perfect beloved

all-pervading ocean o£ oneneas, meeting you,
i find nyaelf and lose nyaelf at the same time,
by your grace i drown in the ocean
and thereby become the ocean.

i was lost in my livingroom
until i discovered my real home
and found myself alone,
the one who is all beings in every guise,
one foot in the unity of past and future,
one foot in the unity of here and there,
i fall out of time and space, fall beyond.

i can say only meher baba exists,
only the ocean of baba's love,
or i can say only i exist,
i am the very ocean, all self, no other,
you make me the biggest ego, the only ego.
you make me you, self without other.

no more two things are here,
now just one that is both thing and not thing,
whatever that is, so am i,

glue and solvent of oneness throughout everything.

all floats in the ocean of oneness,
which washes away the stain of either and or.
there is no such shore.

everything struggles to stay afloat.
there is no solid ground and all eventually drown.

no backward or frontward when the ocean is everywhere,
what difference if i drown here or there?
i see you and don't see you at the same time,
by your grace, the creation both is a mirror
and is not a mirror of your face.



eternal perfect beloved

wonder of wonders, grace beyond measure!
this small drop, full of differences and viewpoints,
becomes the ocean of oneness.

you, all-pervading glorious godman,
wash my heart clean of all bias and border

you turn me around like a piece of a puzzle-
suddenly i slip into place and disappear in the whole.

friend who shows me who i am.
i  everything,
dratH little bit held back,gratitude beyond measure.

you ® to youre my companion every step of the way -

now let repay such friendship?wake my body into a path for you

eternal perfect beloved
while 1 -4.«
you give . "ggle to swim, you teach me to drown,e the pearl, what can i give you?
^*"«ly the pearl w

Is hereL It ^®yond "you" and "me".®®y to ask what can i give you.
'nevertheless iennd endeavor\i recycle your bliss,"r to please you.

i^n^eSognlze^thar n^eally are,hat only you are, that is,

i°iovr.u",r« you. th.t ia. as ayaelf.
to serve you ee .
1 do the activitv°"^*^®®®'^^® served,

y of unity among the many.

i am.



et.ernal perfect, beloved

1 wrap my dualibies in your name,
bcth t.he good ones and the bad ones,
both praise and insult,
what are they to me when you are here!

all-pervading ocean of oneness,
your name cushions the blow
and converts disturbance into remembrance of you.
tension melts out of every opposite,
halves fuse into wholes in your presence.

all-pervading ocean of only you,
where even the pearl disappears
in the indivisible oneness of reality,
you are the unity that binds every two.
you are the coin of which heaven and hell
are head and tail.

you are the one containing many,
like a seed full of forests of fruit.

you are always there quiet and unmoved
in the midst of every activity.
you make activity possible like the rivit in scissors.
but the scissors of duality can never divide you.
only when the scissors could cut the rivit
that binds them could they divide you.
no, not even if the scissors could cut
their own rivit could they divide you!

same, same, same, no difference, no other.
all-pervading ocean of oneness,
you appear to divide like the red sea one day
giving life to some and death to others,
but a sensible person knows you never divided,
you never took one and left another.

oh oneness, there is nothing to discuss
with words all rooted in manyness.



eternal perfect, beloved

the whole created universe revolves on god's wrist
like a handsome watch with seven hands.

he winds it and wears it

and lays it aside at his pleasure.
he's the jeweler who made it.

he knows himslf in everything,
praises himself in every excellence
and loves himself in everyone.

religions come and go throughout the ages
according to the needs of mankind,
while god remains always unstained
by the excesses and short-comings
of religious practice done in his name.

his love for the creation
is reflected in the love of male for female,

woman is god as the creation,
the love of the creation for him
is reflected in the love of female for male,
man is god in the creation.

god differs from the universe

as much as a seed differs from a tree,

and god is as much within the creation
and the creation within god
as the seed is within the tree

and the tree within the seed.

sternal perfect beloved

i feel like a larva winding myself
tighter and tighter in a cocoon
in order to die in love and thus live,

as soon as i see the ocean of oneness

i am soaked through and through,
free of rift and recoil, relaxed, original,
anxious to drown in it,

J



et.ernal perfect, beloved

1 am t.he world endeavoring t.o love you,
ai ' you with infinitely caring response
take me into yourself.

i am one in reality
while the world appears many within me
or projected from me
by the process of apparent divisions,
my reality is all-pervading unity,
my appearance is the world.

i am both the world and god, both two and one,
and what i say is both false and true,
the world praises god and god praises the world,
god through the world praises himself,
and the world through god praises itself.

eternal perfect beloved

reality milks the dream of every tear
imagination can find, in order to make known
the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
where salt and sorrow never enter in.

eternal perfect beloved

oh friend as close as my own heart!
the creation is a great ventriloquism, a divine theater.
players, sets, audience, author, all,
all are one and the same you,
amusing yourself with humor and sorrow,
your show of god awakening to godhood.



eternal perfect beloved

thank you for this Christmas gift
of the reality of you-myself
and the illusion of manyness-other
that gives rise to real compassion,.

thank you for the gift of seeing the thought bundle
full of false "i" that creates the "i" impression,
and the false "i" that creates the thought bundle,
all rolled in a ball as small as the moon

during the daylight of your massive oneness.

thank you for this gift of compassion
which is the sum total of suffering,
^^^ted into the light of truth.

thank you for this gift of golden rain
that falls into the ocean of oneness,
which pervades the entire world, dissolving dualities

individuality collapses into the one individual.

®'^®rnal perfect beloved

one and indivisible godself baba,
®waken me from this dream of manyness
continuing on like a plucked string
®tretched between the stillness of unconsciousness
®rid the stillness of superconsciousness.

we are all one in unconsciousness

one in superconsciousness.
get separated in the impression of individuality

J^i^ing the period between those two,
whii,He we are awakening consciousness
®^t have not yet reached superconsciousness.

^feation is the evolutionary by-product
®wakening consciousness.

life erases itself

th ^®®PP®®rs completely away, leaving only® purified consciousness created by it.

truth is the same for all
®6 unconsciousness is the same for all

onl V i . - -
^ ®® unconsciousness is the same ioj

only ignorance has differences of form
®nd conflicting points of view.

8



et.ernal perfect, beloved

± will not eat that apple of good and evll«
that apple of duality, by your grace,
and 1 will not be cast out of paradise
into the labyrinth of entanglement in illusion,
but i will love and obey you and remain one with you.

you are paradise! cast me your daaman
as i am swept into the dualistic mind tangle
of this is bad and that is good,
the daaman is all god.

accept me to labor in your vinyard as a slave
with the root and fruit of intoxication in your love.

eternal perfect beloved

oh purifier, you who provide no place
for darkness to hide it's dull head,
who open my eyes and tie my tongue
and dissolve my mind like salt
in the all-pervading ocean of oneness,

stop the presses of newspaper mind,
sunk in the shadows of black and white type.
drop these deadlines of updates.

burn out all opposites with the flame of your love
so that nothing is left but your gaze
within everybody's eyes shining eternally
behind the ages of conditioning.



eternal perfect beloved

you are the all-pervading ocean of oneness
still and inmoveable/ indivisible and eternal,
without surface or shore.

creation is your shadow,
sll things and beings come out of you
although we are always in you,
«nd all things and beings return to you
although we never left you.

the play of shadows does not confuse you.
you know yourself in us all.
in reality only you are.
whoever claims otherwise speaks from the false
saying words of shadow.

you are all in one and one in all.
how do i know that? if you were not,
then the all-pervading ocean of oneness
would be divided in two parts, you and the ocean

the all-pervading ocean of oneness
swallows up every last scrap
of the cut and paste world of duality.

• • ̂  ••

^^^^'oal perfect beloved

aslf indivisible, you play this mirror game
®t makes one seem two
up/down, right/left, forward/backward

'^*'®ating space out of reflection,
past/future -- creating time out of •®"=h ia the mirror game that maya makes seem true.

heyond the mirror lies silent self without attributes,
absolutely all-pervading ocean of oneness,
^^at single self who is all beings
in every guise of otherness,
ho longer entangled in the play of shadows
^ th its score-keeping,
ho longer standing on a false shore
oontemplating the real ocean.

10



eternal perfect, beloved

the all-pervading ocr>an of oneness washes away
all stain of duality — no nose to smell,
no skin to feel, no eye to see, no ear to hear,
no tongue to taste, no mind to think --
yet it participates in all smelling, feeling,
seeing, hearing, tasting and thinking.

the all-pervading ocean of oneness
disappears into a drop
and even the drop disappears
into a point without parts.
the ocean is a point and the point is the ocean.
oneness pervades everything
yet remains always outside of space.

not only does the dew drop disappear
into the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
but the ocean also disappears into the dew drop,
like a grain of sand into arabia.
even more so, even when the dew drop
dries up in the sun, the ocean remains
the all-pervading ocean of immortal oneness.

the ramblings of duality go nowhere,
like dreams filled with false gold
and colored shadows full of slander,

whatever happens within the shadow
has consequences only in the shadow,
whereas in reality nothing ever happens,
all the shadows must die in time,

yet live forever.

11



eternal perfect beloved

the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
out of which all mind arises like a reflection,
washes against an imagined shore and throws bock

lections from an imagined surface,
though it reflects this form or that form
it remains always undivided.

mind becomes conscious
through the recognition of opposites.
mind becomes superconscious
through the recognition of unity.

mind awakens when it distinguishes
the higher from the lower,
the delightful from the painful,
and the useful from the useless.

mind transcends when it realizes

+  ̂iewpoint determines what is higher or lower,
what is pleasure, what pain,

fro. aeparates what is usefulirom what is useless.

the all-pervading ocean of oneness is equal
entire creation and beyond it,

1 her divided by the divisions of duality
o*" limited in the immeasureable beyond.

eternal perfect beloved

Oughts form like rain drops, snow flakes and hail,
each falling in its own way

^^e all-pervading ocean of oneness.
Where they take form within the formless
J-ike ice islands which hold their sense
as long as the temperature permits.

■tv as the warmth of real love reaches them"-ney disappear without a trace.

and use as well as ugliness and danger,
melt and return to original source.

12



eternal perfect beloved

you are my family, my father and mother,
my aister and brother.
you are my friend and constant companion,
you are my self,
all-pervading ocean of oneness.

you are one indivisible divine wholeness,
the one reality, infinite and incomparable,
independent of all manifestation, yet within it also,
the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
eternally outside of time, formless and beyond space.

one which can only be perceived through two or more,
one present in every two, in every many,
all-pervading ocean of oneness,
you are equally in liking and disliking,
in every form, yet formless,
in every sound, yet silent.

oh all-inclusive, inescapable single face,
you are equally in the beautiful and the ugly,
equally in the ally and the enemy,
equally in the awake and the asleep.

al1-pervading ocean of oneness,
word baffler beyond description,
nothing can be said of you unless words be found
outside the grid of opposites,
absolute love without fear or aversion,
absolute truth without falsehood or error,
absolute power without helplessness or failure.

filling all space, yet filling no apace,
filling all time, yet outside of time,
thinking all thoughts, yet beyond thought,
feeling all emotions, yet beyond feeling,
doing all deeds, yet beyond action,
you are everywhere including nowhere,
where could any other be?

13



eternal perfect beloved

you are the self of all beings.
you see yourself and know yourself in everyone.
you embrace all and everyone in inescapable oneness.

thought, talk and action are unreal in illusion.
. , ® duality of thought creates the impression
that there is a thinker,
just as the thinker creates the impression
that there are thoughts.

in create ego and ego creates themendless appearances of false manyness.

unmodified by appearances of right and wrongn any opposition you are both sides,
n any comparison you are both elements,

in reality only the one is true,
you are beyond all separations.

you span all divisions,
the center of sound,

^  the center of motion,
® ®^l~pervading ocean of oneness,

everywhere but being nowhere,
isible but unseen, obvious but ignored,

® ernal in the center of time.

perfect beloved

wh^ the projector, sustainer and absorber,
.  . ° traids three dreams to make the world —

® concept of design, the force of energy,
®^d the appearance of solidness.

untie the knot of all existence,
® ip all tension, undo time and dissolve space

a°d wondering,the beginning of divine oneness.

14



et.ernal perfect, beloved

t.he dogs of duallby bark and growl
Mlt.hin -the dream of separaton.
-they run around on a beach wi-bhou-b size.

-bhey don't know why -they're here
or what spor draws -them -to -the sea.

Just a few more at-eps and -they'll drown
i did when i fell off t-hat. shore

into the bottomless all-pervading ocean
without even a wave to mark the grave.

eternal perfect beloved

the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
one doesn't even see it until after the boat is built.
one doesn't go to sea on board
until one has already Jumped overboard,
and one doesn't flop into the water
until one has already drowned.
and then one arrives at the port of one's destination.

this continent i stand on is nothing
but the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
this body is nothing other than the same ocean,
the shore is Just a trick of imagination,
where we struggle to build a boat
that doesn't swim gayly away like a porpoise at play.

15



eternal perfect beloved

the all-pervading ocean of oneness falls as easily
into a speck of dust as into a mountain,
and the nobility of the mountain
finds completion in dust.

everything turns liquid when sufficiently heated,
therefore the sun keeps distance,
but invite the sun into your heart,
»y friend, and liquify the entire creation
in the all-pervading ocean of oneness.

sing, watch it dance
like water drops sizzling in flames,
or lightning flaming through clouds.
®nd it's a really rare wine.

o dew drop, a drop of blood or semen,
a drop of gasoline or honey,
a drop of whiskey, a drop of milk,
the all-pervading ocean of oneness
enters into any one of them comfortably,
without the least bit of crowding or strain,
what tool works that wonder?
is it a funnel, my friend, or like a shoe horn?

one drop of the real ocean

contains everything in creation,
and there is a drop of it within each of us.
®11 keys are in it, so locks fall down like sand.
®il libraries are in it,
so books open up like wildflowers.
whispers are in it,
®nd that is the end of secrets and manipulation,
as well as unrequited love affairs.
i'i®ps are in there,
showing every tree in the forest,
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,
^39drasil, the lote tree, the peepul tree,
+ K tree, the asvattha tree,he kabala tree, the tree of life.

he alert, my friend,
®® you stand unwittingly on the shore,
one drop is certain to drown you seven times or more

16



et.emal perfect, beloved

the all-pervading ocean of oneness —
here floats vishnu not separate from the ocean itself,
but supporting brahma's absorption
in his dream of meaning, energy and body,
i slip in and out of his dream.
i'm the ocean, then i'm caught up in his dream,
then i'm the ocean again,
of course, when i'm in the dream
i'm still the ocean, but 1 don't notice it then,
the ocean and 1 are the reality
within everything and everyone, the real identity.

eternal perfect beloved

vishnu, the sustainer and protector,
hides within every duality.
he holds them together while no one else notices
in their enthusiasm for one or another part
of brahma's lively dream,
prefering the high, shunning the low,
inclining toward pleasure, avoiding pain.

vishnu, like the sun, chooses all equally.

eternal perfect beloved

the poison in shiva's throat kills
the entire dream of brahma
with its forking comparisons
of the question "who am i" that echo and re-echo
through all the kingdoms of creation.

just a drop of this poison churned
from the all-pervading ocean of oneness
kills your whole family all the way back to adam
more than that, it vaporizes the landscape too.

this is the only real death, my friend,
all the deaths you experienced since adam
were dress rehearsals for the real one.

this blissful poison undoes every opposite
and reduces all to one and only one.

17



eternal perfect beloved

reality hidden within the dream,
all-pervading ocean of oneness,
awakeness within sleep,
drown me, drown me yet again.

the moment i find you, i cast myself in
but i keep falling out again
into sleep and the divided dream.

hold me in that ocean without shore
until all dream is washed out of me,

division has died utterly and disappeared
in the wholeness of oceanic heart.

drown me ever deeper in the ocean of oneness,
where the dreams of division are nowhere found

perfect beloved

what a dry night!

^ was counting on my friend's love,
he just hit me

and rubbed the wound full of pride,
heart was ripped by fear.

oh ocean, you are the only glue,
Pa^vading ocean of oneness,

ai- restores the heart to wholeness.

you heal the tissue crushed within the dream
y Waking me up again and again
® i-he indivisible oneness where no crush can en er

18



et.ernal perfect, beloved

oneness is everywhere outside of space and time^
disguised as manyness creating space and time,
but it's just a trick of viewpoint.

you are one even within the many.
you are there, hidden within every dream.

this mind chatters like a chipmunk
in the branches of the tree of life

that grows in the sacred garden eden.

absolutely indivisible one and only one,
you are ready at every moment to fall apart
into appearances of time and space,
so persists this dream that something
else is true other than you,
which cannot be, that i see.

eternal perfect beloved

everything is wet with the water of oneness,
truly under a sea of oneness, washed in oneness

this is the beloved's real face,

outside the movements of time

and the directions of space.

this is my own real face.

in reality the faces of lover and beloved
are the same, differing only in dream.

19
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et.ernal perfect beloved

attacked by the angry forces of maya,
embroiled in ang'y response, counterattack, defense,
the center remains untouched, stainless,

remains unmoved, tranquil.

the enemy wants to render me helpless,
to feed her appetite for failure, i feel it.
^®lpleaaness. i feel it. remorse, i feel it.
but you, all-pervading ocean of oneness,
want me to feel the emptiness
of those very contractions of energy.

®aya loves to be beaten and abused,
so she can say to god, "see what a shit you are

because of her attacks, i become wiser,
hello lucifer, i see you in her.

® light within a dark lantern,
^ ® lightning within a stormcloud.

no matter what duality says or thinks or does,
eality is one all-pervading ocean,
on t ask me what is good or bad.

1 have no point of reference.
1 have only the all-pervading ocean.

*"eality ever-present, unlimited ocean of oneness,
constantly you are polluted with dream figures

th ^^®9'''ents of no consequence.®y appear and disappear
like shadows on a partly cloudy day.

they cannot stain the unstainable,
nor can they darken the undarkable.

20
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et-ernal perfect, beloved

the dogs bark and snarl at ne.
unless eumalos casts his stones, i will be mauled
and fall prey to the jaws of imagination,
they yank me out of the ever-present
all-pervading ocean of oneness
on to some false and painful shore.

what a humorous bruise to my heart,
whenever i bump into one of those imaginary rocks
that shoot up in front of me,
like suddenly falling out of the sea, .
the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
even though there is no way out.

only bliss is real, only bliss exists,
to realize that no problem, conflict, suffering,
mistake, loss or threat is real, that's bliss,
no opposite is real, that's bliss.

only the all-pervading ocean of oneness is real,
this is bliss, the ever-present ocean of bliss.

eternal perfect beloved

you are the all-pervading ocean of oneness
which erases the mind,

unbraids the three strands of space,
and removes the borders from time.

you are everywhere and in everything,
yet nowhere and spaceless,
present in every moment of time, yet outside time,
bliss without increase or decrease, total bliss.

the illusion of space comes from within
by the process of projection.
reality has no inner or outer and no senses.
reality is indivisibly one without a second.

within the projected senses, duality is law,
comparison upon comparison, from cause and effect
through desire and fear to failure and success,
none of which are present within total bliss.

21



et.ernal perfect, beloved

do not. let ne get caught up
in ny projections and imaginings.
do not let me get stranded on unreal shores
of an ocean that has no shore.

let the all-pervading ocean of oneness
wash my imaginings and projections
clean of any tendency to take them as real

you, the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
are everywhere and nowhere, always and never,
non-dimensional and indivisible.

mind is one dimensional,
composed of one set of polarities,
like the thread of time
reaching back into the distant past
and forward into the endless future.

heart is two dimensional,
composed of two sets of polarities,
like cloth woven of crossed threads,

of desires and fears,
woof of strong and weak,
out of which the pattern arises.

body is three dimensional,
composed of three sets of polarities,
like a suit of clothes

that drapes nakedness in outward appeara
of back and front, left and right, collar a cuff

eternal perfect beloved

even a mind drowned in the al1-pervading
ocean of oneness rushes here and there,

j  /-j- j j. - i «nH making Dov
ocean of oneness rushes here and tnere,
showing off its importance and making power playj

it's both dead and alive at the same time,
outside of time, dead in reality,
alive in imagination only, blissful in reality,
ridiculous in imagination.

Vishnu floats there in the aimless sea,
while dreams blossom on his belly
like children's drawings.

22
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

your play makes imaginary Islands in t.he real sea
where dream-lives unfold replies t.o an infinitely
answerable question, "who am i?"
the divine charades acts out. endless variety.

nothing ever fills this divine emptiness
any more than characters in a film fill a cinema.
an endless film unwinds

out of the divine question "who am i?"
never creating anything other than god.

out of the formless arises appearances of form,
out of silence arises appearances of sound,
out of eternity arises appearances of time.

eternal perfect beloved

god's life is shared by all creatures,
if god were dead, as philosophers claim,
there would be no living creatures.

god is unlimited potential like a gong
waiting to be struck.
what is the sound of an unstruck gong?

who strikes it?

eternal perfect beloved

sitting on a false shore
in a pile of dream pollution,

saying your name again
and calling to the sea tide,

to rise above this witless junk
and drown me in your real oneness.

i call your name again
and scratch it in the sand,

where lovers leave their marks

for others coming near,

before they cast themselves in
and disappear.

23



et.ernal perfect beloved

1. ain caught up in the dream as if it were real^
the dream of my problems:
whether to go to the post office or eat lunch,
what to do with anger, ... . . ^
why didn't he call me to go ice-skatrng with him?
and the dream of my friends' problems:
how to pass a test at school,
how to remember childhood,
give up compulsive snacking,
get free of drugs,
have a baby or an abortion.

oh just one glimpse of the invisible ocean,
one wave from the wave-less ocean,
one drop of the indivisible ocean.

..H on the beach of the shoreless ocean,
cf th.t iBperceptible win.,

hear the roar of oceanic silence.

eternal perfect beloved
_ 4-he ocean

flotsam and jetsam float in x. are valuabl
attracting attention not because they
or even interesting.
all are mirages, yet "^.-agination.
as they appear and disappear

e

+hls fascination
oh all-pervading ocean ^ bliss,
distracts me from your indescriba self,
with you, i know the bliss
without you, the junk of imagination
floats around aimlessly.

eternal perfect beloved

all-pervading ocean of oneness,
undivided into viewer and vourself
like a vacuum cleaner you pull into yourself
the cluttering dust of ^
and conceptions within consciousness,
all imagined and supposed.

they disappear in you, ^,+Kor-
and finally there is no bag to empty either,
leither emptiness nor fullness.
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e-ternal perfect beloved

my mind slips into s letter for a friend,
the neighbor's cat, your name, planetary
interpretation, scenes and thoughts
without number, order or sense.

i feel like a monkey plays with my remote tuner.

i'd rather hold on to the ocean without handles

and enter deep into all-pervading reality,
get high on potent oneness,
i'm dying to score.

this tv mind, channel imagine, has no off switch,
rolls on and on with infinite imagery,
except when the viewer falls into deep sleep,
pulling the plug on dreams.

all-pervading ocean, infinitely one,
free of imagery, when you are the viewer
thought creates the thinker,
and the thinker creates thought.

the sleeper pulls the plug on dreams
while still awake.

eternal perfect beloved

as i awaken from deep sleep
dreams become more intense and solid
until they deny being dreams.
what world calls the waking state
is really deep in dreams of false dualities,
imagined divisions of the indivisible.

as one awakens from these very convincing dreams,
discarding false divisions, returning to unity,
one enters what the world calls
the unconscious state of deep and dreamless sleep,
but this time one enters wide awake.

thus, what the world calls wide awake
is really deep asleep,
end what the world calls deep dreamless sleep
is really the state of mind of those most wide awake.
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eternal perfect beloved

i sit here discarding divisions,
zipping sides together, buttoning onenesses
bringing attention to the unlimited pacific
of oneness within every form an expression

everything reveals of the indivisibl.
its apparent temporary
only oneness is really e er • .
onli the ell-pervedlng ocean la real.

\  am and i know who you aretherefore 1 temporary divielona
as we meet within tne ^ f
in our dream of of human companionship,
which stages T^^ed lights, scenery, props,
full of masks ® conceived by others,
and rehearsed woras

.<+-f-h darkening
i pull the now i speak to you
the entire own, beyond conception,
unrehearsed words recognize you,
i aay hello, ^^l/reality.
you are one, the

eternal perfeet beloved

^^ow'c^iir^oi^nitiSed into hirth and death!
thus i call you eternal.

hL'coili"yoi^e"ditid;d into good and bad?
thus i call you perfect.

how^coil"y"°'>"^i^"®'' into liker and hater?
thus i call you beloved.

oh indivisible reality,
how could you be divided into you and me.
thus i know you as my own flawless self.
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eternal perfect, beloved

i aee the oneness of rain^ lake, river, ocean, cloud,
and the oneness of my body, family, nation, race,
planet, solar system and galaxy.
certainly you are those unities, those outer onenesses.

i see another oneness in the archtypal unity of myth,
needing only one of each thing and being in creation —
one mountain to climb, one road to discover,
one fire to master, one ocean to cross --
one of each suffices to tell everyman's tale,
and certainly you are that archtypal oneness
of form and meaning in experience.

you also open my eye to see that you,
all-pervading ocean of oneness,
are another unity, the inner indivisibility
that collapses every possible variation
into an inexpressible state of profound sameness
where even everything and nothing are identical.

nothing remains in the absolute vacuum of total oneness,
which is irreducible reality.
illusion appears orbiting nearby,
wrapped in dream play and colorful projections
of unlimited manyness.
your game of creation looks so spacious,
all-pervading oceanic one,
and seems to take so long to play,
full of unfolding opposites far too various to number.

eternal perfect beloved

in the outer oneness

of all things and beings in creation,
i find the door.

in the archtypal oneness
of everyman's mythical adventure,
i open the door.

in the absolute oneness

that dissolves all space and time,
i disappear through the door.

in the unity of all onenesses
that are at once within all things and beings
as well as beyond them,
everywhere and nowhere are one,
and i am that.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

almighty, all truthful, all lovxng one,
you are a circle that is all cen ers.
all-pervading ocean of oneness,
you are everywhere and nowhere, always and never,
non-dimensional and indivisible.

everything is you and not you
you because only ie only appearance,
and not you v!ew wIthlS the one,
a dream imagining poin time
creating relativity in epaca and tine.

time is imaginary,space is oiace within those two fields
everything that t imaginary —
of imagination t ®birth/death, female/.al^,^^^^^^^^^_
sacred/profane, P

^««litv is free of thought,imagination thinks, r free of breath,
imagination brea reality is silent,
imagination spea ar+y is free of motion,
imagination moves, reaii y

three bodies ®°"®®3°fike''eomS')<ind of shore.®
"P=" "''°^hi°Sr:af reply to your imagined question.
this is

"who am i?

eternal perfect beloved

buddha purnima, full i^^d buddha.

TiilTllT. rxper!:n«: ti:t are reallytL'^ea? b?"h and death which is ultiaate awakening.
after many practice births, an authentic birth,
Tlllr many practice deaths, a genuine death,
Ifllr many practice awakenings, a true awakening,all ^hree simultaneously, the only real experience,
aU ojLrs being but preparation, dress rehearsals.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

every moment. I'm not. looking at. you
feels washed^ "thrown away, spent, for nothing.

1 want you with me no matter what I'm doing
or else I'm just not interested any more.

most blissfully i return attention to you
after distractions in society or sleep.

when we're alone together
we merge in each other, visibly one.

most painfully we separate in two again,
and it is i who come between us, not you.

false divisions of the indivisible
absorb my mind in a world of projections.

i forget that you're here in every duality,
all-spanning one, seemingly far yet really near.

eternal perfect beloved

muhammad krishna ram buddha

baba Christ zarathustra

eternal perfect beloved

everybody is already a baba-lover,
but most people don't know that yet,
just as everyone is actually already enlightened,
but very few recognize it. '

to live a baba life means to love baba, realize baba,
and do baba-centered activities in the world.

to love baba is to remember him in all beings and things
and thus to behave toward them as the beloved.

to realize baba is actually to recognize him
in all beings and things, including self,
and thus to discover that one is him.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

god personal, avatar, awakener,
who incarnates periodically
in response to the needs of creat
zarathustra, ram, Krishna, buddha, Christ,
muhammad, meher baba,
you are the indivisible face of the beloved.

god impersonal, almighty inner oneness
that underlies both outer manyness
and outer oneness so totally everywhere
that i say ocean, all-pervading oneness,oceL of lliss, oce.n of truth, ocean ef love,
you are enlightenment, ever-blissful.

naftie . ocgclh everywli©3re,
i drown in your P® edge, neither light nor dark
meher baba, no middle, no «rk,inexpreeeible through eny dualr V-
the queetion "who am i has not
neither am i nor am i not.

■I < tree lives on in me,iiu;hr°^He'i:v" the reanty
by your grace and abundanceand the beloved-lover romance,
W  Ira tne hold your daaman

e%r mori love and response.
seamless one no opposite has ever entered,^^^^

ra,, «T-© the floor on which aii crea«--t ,
in couples, two by two, eyes sparkling with desire
is SrShirl in time to the rhythm of your awesome
help us use this body to love you,
to realize you and to serve you.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

in my dream i think to write poems
you will thrill to find when you return
seven hundred years from now.

in reality i know you enjoy these poems
as i write them, even before i write them,
where only you exist,
in your author-of-all majesty no centuries ever touch(

eternal perfect beloved

though words all root themselves in manyness
and false divisions of the indivisible,
send words that please you,
words that carry your presence.

guide me in the structure and feeling
of your new literature.
put across the message of your choice.

write the words you wish to hear
when you return seven hundred years hence.

send out the sounds into duality
that stir and awaken unity.

eternal perfect beloved

5 states of duality
2 states of unity
3 states of sharing

10 states of god
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et.ernal perfect beloved

you are the creator of aanyness within one
by the imagining of viewpoints
which appear to divide the indiv

as brahma you take a viewpoint called "now"
which seems to separate eternity
into past and future, which is

a viewpoint called "here"
as brahma you imagine a viewp
which seems to separate every _
into north/south, east/west, up/down.

in reality you "®^®^3"°n®aultiplies manyness
though your play xn illusi infinite,
beyond the scope of numbers,

eternal perfect beloved
3ll.pervading ocean which isn't there

the pages of print

published in concept's shop,

untouched by anything yet within all.:u:ncrs::ipa;woiids.
:ie ̂ ^iforar^icrTds LsLnei into silence.

eternal perfect beloved

nothing to watch, no one to watch it.
all-pervading ocean of oneness,all perv ^ lilies, god the beyond.
reality of the gateless gate

T. '^^Stens: runthtnheble/cSd°the\iyond beyond, the st.te of consciousness
of deep dreamless sleep.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

mind dreams up t-hese islands^
t-hese con-tii^sn-ts wibhin t.he shoreless sea,

and forest-s t-hem over with bhick projections,
full of wild creat-ures, where t.he -traveler
wanders lost, far from the shoreless sea.

oh all-pervading ocean,
you are everywhere and in everything.
to the traveler you first appear as a cloud,
then a rain drop, a puddle, a stream, a lake,
a river, and finally the sea.

this mirage of mind is within me and comes from me
as a play of light and sound within and without,
it looks like a playground outside a school,
with groups of children and activity everywhere,
when you ring the bell of awakening, all the children
stream into the building through one door.

only the all-pervading ocean of oneness is no mirage,
no play of light or sound,
unenterable because never exited,
unexitable because nowhere else exists.

eternal perfect beloved

i can't conceal my dream of desire from you
nor can i hide it from the seductive woman,
you watch that movie through her eyes
as well as mine, oh indivisible one,
amused by the interplay of your many forms.

on the path of awakening, you desire yourself,
you stroke yourself, you unify with yourself.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

my body has its desires — food, sex, comfort,
my emotions have their desires — affection,

excitement, happiness.
my mind has its desires — to remember,
to understand, to be right.
my soul, ever one with god, remains absorbed in you,
reminding me that really i am you,
and that separations of duality are untrue.

my three divided friends — body, emotion and mind
dance a triple two-step all over creation,
as far as imagination can go,
to satisfy desires, feel secure and grow.

soul is often fooled, tricked and forced to hide
by such an entertaining threesome,
so quick and colorful and alive,
and the show goes on forever,
unless soul lays down the law.

"dance your triple two-step, i 11J<®
i'm impressed, but i won't be always watching,
now that i understand the set up
and know the music well.
thank you, friends, for all the fun and sorrow.

now i've found the real one, the only one,
nondual, full of love, full of bliss,
outside of time and space, though inside of them toc
i'm astonished, literally amazed,
to see the indivisible and discover that it's me!

i know you'll keep on dancing,
that's okay, that's god's play,
nothing is concealed within the one,
where everything is open and revealed,
but i'm no longer fooled nor tricked,
nor can i hide myself away."
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et-ernal perfect, beloved

i'm totally trapped in reality,
no exit, no escape, so alternative,
you are everything and beyond everything.
i'm drowned» utterly obliterated^
merged with the ocean of oneness.
either i don't exist or else i am all and beyond all.

you love you^ that's your game.
you address and respond to you^ that's your play,
you go away from and return to you^
that's your amusement.
you are always only you^ that's your joke.
you are infinite joy^ infinite humor^ infinite play.

eternal perfect beloved

god is.
all other isn't.

indivisible reality is.
divided illusion isn't.

infinite oneness is.

infinite manyness isn't.

eternal perfect beloved

not ex nihilo, but ex unito.

mind is created by taking positions
which define viewpoints that divide unity
into relativities full of meaning
in relation to each other,

good better best, bad worse worst.

equally can one say
that mind is the creation reflected within,
or that the creation is mind projected without,
either way one sees it, they are identical.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

bhe apparent, form of t.he formless Is sky,
t.he heavens In all bheir formless reach

t.o outer space and beyond.

the all-pervading ocean of oneness
manifests as the sky of interstellar space
without top or bottom, without border or shore,
the islands of imagination which arise by temporary
and only apparent divisions of the indivisible
shine out as stars, suns and planets.

through the duality of projection,
interstellar space seems to be outside,
but in reality outside and inside are indivisible,
without beginning or end, without near or far.

all-pervading ocean of oneness, you are sky,
interstellar heaven, everywhere and nowhere,
space within all as well as beyond all,
except within imagined dualities
relative to planets and stars.

thus outermost joins innermost as one,
except within the dream, which seems
by trick of viewpoint to divide the indivisible
and set one upon another beyond count,
bewildered by infinite manyness

within the infinitely one.

i
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

the consciousness of interstellar space
sleeps deep in dreamless slumber,
like god in the beyond beyond state
where the "who am i" question never stirs a viewpoint
to imagine a division of the indivisible
and begin the long dream of answers
to that most creative question of all
which awakens the whole universe in reply.

eternal perfect beloved

the absolute vacuum of intergalactic space,
like the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
where nothing can be seen or said
without violating the nondual state of mind,
cannot be grasped by intellect with its telescopes,
rockets, spaceprobes, or any dreamed-up craft
voyaging through lightyears of undivided oneness,
all dualities must be left behind,
body, feelings and mind.

beyond body, which is earth,
feelings, which is solar system,
and mind, which is galaxy,
one reaches vacuum absolute,

which one has always been without beginning or end,
before any dream of starlight or planet
spun through day and night.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you are space between stars only relative to stare«
otherwise you are right here,
oh all-pervading ocean of oneness,
beyond mind, beyond duality, beyond comparison,
beyond beginning and end,
and you are thoroughly within all them as well,
unchanged and independent, unbound and free.

oneness pervades everything and nothing equally,
distance disappears, except within the mind
full of relativities of near and far.

iyiterstellar space, void and vacuum, located
nowhere except in relation to stars and planets
created in imagination by apparent divisions
of the indivisible, is seen from earthly space
through the relativities of creatures' eye^
in reality there is no where, neither no. nor ever^^
just as there is no when, neither sooner nor later.

oh all-pervading ocean of oneness, you are
indivisibly and infinitely one without another,
those temporary islands, false shores
dreamed up within you by unreal divisions,
appear as planets, stars and galaxies,
infinite in manyness,
j-eflecting your infinite oneness.

eternal perfect beloved

consciousness rooted in intergalactic space,
oh all-pervading ocean of oneness,
rishis describe you in wonder
as the everlasting tree whose branches
grow down on earth and roots grow in the sky.

one who sees this upended tree
takes refuge in the al1-pervading oneness
out of which and into which creation ever flows,
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

your meher beba body comes from Indivisible realit-y
on a visit, to the imagined world of m-^nyness,
avataric phantom shining with one truth,
come within the dream as the best of illusion,
to lead us to the ocean where we drown

in your all-pervading oneness.

you, shoreless ocean, outside space and time,
create, sustain and absorb the world dream
within yourself as suns, planets and continents,
all giving impressions of space and time,
as well as creatures, animal, vegetable and human,
to share those impressions with.

it's like you're not here and at the same time
you're the only one who really is here,
every time you ask "who am i" another soul is born
to round the cycle of discovery and return home.

i call your name into my heart to awaken you,
oh awakener, to come together with me
and awaken me from this dream

of wanting and fearing, this comedy and drama.

eternal perfect beloved

only when i'm naked do i meet you,
only when i've pulled off these garments
of involvement in the world,
these stout trousers of fascination with survival
through food, sex, money and work,
this colored shirt of feelings and powerful emotions,
this big umbrella-like hat of conceptions
and ideas that hide the sun.

once stripped of all this clothing
which i picked up in various public places,
then i meet you, oh oneness all-pervading,
and you are naked too, though you own
every possible costume in every style.
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e'ternal perfect, beloved

bhe all-pervading ocean of oneness
lies over all like bhe great, flood,
while -the entire creation in all its dualities

floats therein like noah-'s ark.

one who recognizes the all-pervading flood
and sees the creation two by two,
leaves behind the old world of strife and suffering,
and comes to rest in a new and purified one.

here is a portrait of mind as well as creation —
a craft of amassed opposites afloat
in the unlimited ocean of oneness.

eternal perfect beloved

oh all-pervading ocean of oneness,
you carry odysseus home on a phaiakian ship,
in a deep sleep state, yet swift as thought.

you carry noah to the newly purified world
in his ark of assembled dualities.

dreaming brahma floats within you.
the nagas churn you to discover the poison
now in shiva's throat.

you are the ancient pond which basho splashed in.

eternal perfect beloved

al1-pervading ocean of oneness,
you are the ocean of love
that brings together all partners
and fulfills all longing with completion and rest.

you disappear distance, you level all ranks,
you are the loss of identity in the beloved.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

the all-pervading ocean of oneness
offers nothing to cling to,
no convenient devxce for remaining afloat,
no secure bottom to struggle to and plant one's feet on
nothing but death by drowning.

the limited ego promises a luxury cruise
with a sincere and witty captain,
waiters rushing to and from fragrant kitchens
while dancing girls discreetly slip keys into one's pocket
if only one could break through, take charge '
and make it all happen.

but it's only a ship of projections,
a feeble phantom that dissolves away in the ocean
%^here silence swallows up all cries for help,
one drowns.

yet at the same time, outside of time,
one becomes the ocean unlimited,
absolutely immaculate and pure,
in which the noisy ships are cruising
with all their tobacco-stained dramas
and impossible decisions.

one dies into realization of the nondual ocean
beyond imagination and conception,
where death itself has drowned and one is free

eternal perfect beloved

i awaken on a shore beside the sea.

i recognize this bay and beach of the shoreless on©
this cove of phorcys,

halloio q6rontos. hal6s atrvq6toio m6dontos.

old lord of the untouchable ocean of oneness,

yes, this is my native land.

i am home on ithaka isle, with phaiacian gifts intact
limensionless one. 'by your grace, oh d;

the great bow of herakles lies ready
to thread twelve axe heads on a single arrow.

i feel family and faithful friends,
and i remember the words of teiresias
that from this domain of peace
i take up an oar and set out for populations
unfamiliar with the all-pervading ocean of oneness.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

nlrvanlc oneneaa remalna alwaya abaolute vacuum,
even while producing all worlda and univeraea.
therefore riahia aay, "rupa ahunyatam, ahunyata rupaa."
form ia emptineaa, emptineaa form,
manyneaa ia one, oneneaa many.

mialed meditatora imagine you to be nothingneaa,
a void of abaence, zero.

they attempt to deny, auppreaa and diaaaaemble the worlda.
but one can never aee you through nullification,
beloved ocean of love.

mere nothingneaa haa no auch potential.

nullification leada to the world,

the entire creation amounta to zero,

whoever dividea oneneaa createa worlda of zeroa

counted by the mind aa manyneaa.

you can only be found in wholeneaa,
that balance of oppoaitea which aimplifiea all
in the abaolute vacuum of indiviaible oneneaa.

unification leada to you, the ever-beloved
both in and beyond creation.

oneneaa lovea, oneneaa knowa, oneneaa doea.

eternal perfect beloved

oh worldly web of oppoaitea in tenaion,
the creation apana your handa like a cat'a cradle,
your breath whiatlea through thoae cablea,
aounding the mighty om which only heart can hear.

we tight-rope walk all around thia three-ring circua
looking for you at one end of the wire or another,
until aomehow we reach both enda aimultaneoualy.

in the apan of that ailent wholeneaa
we recognize your puppetry of love, divine player,
in the intelligence that cuahiona our fella
on a net of unexpected awakeninga.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

oh indivisible one, nirvanic oneness,
you are clobhed in your d'^licate creabion
t.o Biake your unspeakable nakedness visible.

even -the moun-tain sit-s on space, on nothing wha-tsoever,
fragile as a rainbow floating in a mist of colors
-that nobody can resist or ignore.

you are -the original plan and its final working out.
you are the self of every living being,
the figure reflected in the inner mirror of every being

you play every game,
v^inning and losing according to your whim,
and you are the tears of both victor and vanquished,

everything in creation struggles to be identif ^
waring with its opposite,
until in your amusement and in the joy of your laugv^.^
the knife becomes a needle and the saw becomes a nai^^*^

eternal perfect beloved

the golden rain of gratitude falls all directions at
falls up and falls down,
falls from every quarter of the compass
like bees returning to a hive,

or like starlight falling on the globe of earth
from sky in all directions.

each drop of golden rain is an agreement,
an insight, a solution, a recognition, an acceptance
a relaxation, a thank you, a breakthrough, an answer'
a settlement, a completion, a reunion, a grace. '

each golden drop carries a load of divine love
back to its source in the all-pervading ocean of c>r>

"^ness.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

awimming through the dream of brahma to ita aource,
1 battle my way upatream againat the current,
atruggling through raplda of doubt and confuaion,
flinging myaelf over white-watera of anger and fear,
leaping falla of ignorance and deaire.

i reach the gravelly ahallowa of the dream
in the navel of the creator.

i awim through him into the all-pervading ocean of oneneaa
in which he floata like a planet in apace.

no more atruggle, no more acenery, no more directions,
only the absolute bliaa of undivided oneneaa.

eternal perfect beloved

oh nirvanic oneneaa, only you are not imaginary,
only you are not a dream.

you are beyond dream in the reality of undivided oneneaa,
you are also within dream,
diaguiaed in your illuaiona
of the one dimensional dream of thought,
the two dimensional dream of thought with feeling,
and the three dimensional dream of thought with feeling
and physical form.

you waken ua from our aolid-aeeming dream
of bodies and worlds bound in shifting oppoaltea,
to see the dreamer behind the dream

and also within the dream.

no separation is possible within unity,
dream and dreamer are identical.

the dreams of ordinary life are called wide awake,
even your beloved messengers are dreamed up
by the power of love
within the universal dream of creation
to awaken oneness from its deep sleep of unknowing.

eternal perfect beloved

oneness is asleep and has to be awakened by manyness,
hence the question, "who am i?"
manyness is asleep and has to be awakened by oneness,
hence the answer, "i am god."
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

in ny&elf 1 am free, by your grace,
and in bhose around me 1 feel boun *

by the adamant "no" that dams the onward flow
and the deep groove of "yes" that bends its direction
like an ancient riverbed.

the bodhisattva who opened the himalaya mountain
and drained kathmandu lake

must have earned a degree in sanskaric engineering
from your university of true freedom.

please accept my application,

everyone i meet overflows with
like politicians campaigning °T_j„o~ndent
only you offer genuine freedom independent.

I can't be bound by Place
In a past events which say take place
2ra"ut!;trwhtch'doLn-t ekist.
in^the°indescribable wholeness of this eternal
outside of time's imagined tenses.

eternal perfect beloved

you are the freedom of all-pervading oneness
from entanglement in shifting dualities,
though consciousness of freedom
can be created only through contrasts of duality.

sparks of impact as duality strikes against duality
enlighten consciousness to the reality of oneness.

the heat of friction as duality rubs on duality
ignites mind's tinder to the blaze of consciousness
and that same fire burns away every duality '
until consciousness remains undivided one.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you, old man of bhe sea,
ancient, one of t.he all "pervading ocean,
you change shape and appearance before our very eyes
as we hold fast. t.o your daaman.

at. one moment, you flow like waber
inevibably making it.8 way bhrough sbream and river
back t.o t.he indivisible ocean oubside of bime and space,

in your inner realiby vishnu floabs impercepbibly
as brahma dreams up bhe enbire creabion
of apparenb dualibies.

ab anobher momenb you appear as a bree,
bhe bree of life in bhe cenber of eden garden,
wibh ibs roobs sunk deep in bhe sky,
while ibs leaves, unfolding numberless cycles
of life in creabion,

fall on bhe road and river of new cferusalem.

ab anobher momenb you bursb inbo fire near and far,
separabing warm from cold and day from nighb,
like probeus did on bhab magical day
when menelaus pinned him down and and held on
as he changed from lion bo serpenb
and fed his vasb appebibe for life.

ebernal perfecb beloved

i sib wibh closed eyes and bour a conglomerabe mass
of projecbions,
an archibecbure of immeasurable diversiby
rising in ibs individualisbic way bo bhe mind's eye.

bhe axe of mind, like bhe double^bladed labrys of zeus,
appears bo chop unibies inbo dualibies in all direcbions,
bo build bhis labyrinbh of blind alleys and no exibs
which mirrors human enbrapmenb.

mind hews bhis archibecbure of projecbions,
each asserbing ibself in ibs own way,
each a passageway burning back on ibself.

no mabber how sharp bhe axe nor how ofben ib falls,
realiby can never be divided any deeper bhan appearance.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

i  -think unkind thoughts and say ungrateful words
about your tragicomical game of appearances,
oh indivisible one, which give rise to the natural world
full of creatures in conflict and cooperation.

why should i think, feel or say negative things
about your sport?

i'm afraid that i'll be swallowed up again by manyneas
and become trapped in appearances,
myself apparently divided,
unable to find my way again across the rainbow bridge,
this very fear itself causes separation.

you are indivisible in your game
as well as beyond your game,
both of which in reality are only one.

you praise imagination through your varie-ty in natur®
you praise intelligence through your brilliance
in cosmic design. +
you praise courage through your feroc y ttle.
you praise love through the longing of all beings
to merge in you.

best of all, you remain always yourself
even while taking on all the shapes and forms
of divine praise.

eternal perfect beloved

when i'm awake, thoughts make sense
within the context of daily life.

when i'm sleepy, thoughts fly around
^,ith the freedom of meaningless fantasy.

when i'm wide awake, thoughts disappear
within the all-pervading ocean of oneness
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you come along with me as 1 wander
int-o -this worldly labyrinbh of bhoughba
about, every conceivable matber from serious bo silly.
you, indivisible one, are always here in each bhoughb
as bhe uniby which underlies every comparison,
every conbrasb and every dualiby,
no mabber how sinful or sublime.

mind can'b really divide you,
nor can ib really aeparabe us inbo you and me.

bhe inner uniby, in facb,
which underlies every meaning of mind's expression
is also my self,
else how could i recognize answers and quesbions,
or disbinguish effecbs from causes?

you are bhab underlying oneness, oh dimensionless one,
and bherefore i am bhab oneness boo.

bhank you for bhe indivisible bliss of being myself,
bhe very one i seek,
bhe very beloved i longed for and woo'd.

ebernal perfecb beloved

i bhank you wibh my mind
by bebhering ib bo bhe all-pervading ocean of oneness.
no mabber how far ib roams

bhrough bhe mazy worlds of dual manyness,
ib always finds iba way back bo bhe one realiby.

i bhank you wibh my speech
by speaking bhe compassionabe brubh,
knowing full well bhab language,
wibh words all made of opposibes
sbruggling bo separabe from each obher,
can really speak brubh only by saying your names.

i bhank you wibh my body
by feeding ib bo you
in bhe embrace of every one and every bhing
wibhoub excepbion, including myself, as your form
in bhe infinibe variebies of your appearance.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

what sound purifies duality of its partiality?
what syllables loosen the grip of clinging?
what words does humanity long to hear?
what poem does earth need?

i
every day turns a page of nature* the real booK*
which contains the facts of life
as well as the poetry of insight and appreciation.

■j
send beautiful poems to warm the hearts of your lovers. |
send poems of experience in the beloved. ,

eternal perfect beloved

brahma dreams earth and water . . . ... ,
as the horizontal arms of the medicine wheel,
and fire and air as its vertical limbs
creating the world dream ^ ^ .4- 4.k«
with its great sanskaric tree rooted at the center.
only through the dream of duality reality of ^can creatures become conscious of ser^icf
creation arises to perform the essential ice
of awakening that consciousness.

oh parabrahmic oneness, seat me firmly in reality
that i may serve you most effectively within the dream
and accomplish your purpose there.

ripen this fruit you have long cultivated
on the tree of committment to indivisible oneness
in the orchard of your grace.

eternal perfect beloved

you weary the blissful heart in the separation
of emerging from you, ^ . .uw
and you renew the weary heart in the bliss
of merging back into you.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

black and whibe aeablrda

frollck in the all-pervading ocean of oneneaa,
aettling on the ahore, auddenly taking flight,
paaaing back and forth fron aea to ahore.

they fly in and out through viahnu'a navel,
with their reed voicea oboeing ahrilly,
from god-the-beyond-duality to the dream worlda
of divided oneneaa

where two winga are needed to fly, two lega to walk.

eternal perfect beloved

you imagine diviaiona of the indiviaible,
maater dreamamith,
and project them aa apparent apace and aeeming time
through the aenaea of a hoat of your own lively creationa.

every face in creation, human and otherwiae,
though made of material amaaaed in varioua worlda,
ia molded over the atructure of your face, beloved,
like an armature of living aculpture.

the expreaaion of every face alwaya movea
toward the communication of your preaence
behind each impreaaion of iaolated individuality.

every peraon ia exactly like you,
though clothed in temporary dualitiea
of peraonal hiatory in apparent time and place.

each relatea to the projection according to ita hiatory,
yet each, beneath the outer appearance, ia only you,
the maater dreamamith,

creating an end for every beginning,
alwaya in balance of come and go, to and fro, joy and woe,
ahort and long, weak and atrong, right and wrong.

what ia temporary and apparent differa infinitely,
what ia real ia common to all in infinite meaaure.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

while wide awake in the all-pervading ocean of oneneea,
i am required also to day-dream
the worlds of shifting duality.
you set me free from duality* oh indivisible one,
even while making me at the same time
fulfill the requirements of duality as well.

i can only thank your grace for forgiving me
the wild and uncontrolled shifts of viewpoint
that make right seem wrong and wrong seem right,
nothing is good, nothing bad,
but only appears that way from various viewpoints.

you offer me the best of all possible existences,
to be in reality one and indivisible
and at the same time to participate
in the rough and tumble of daily life in the three worlds
full of dream projections.

eternal perfect beloved

the physical universe, earth,
is a projection and extention
of the physical body through the sens

the human body creates space,
objects create space,
the earth creates space,
otherwise space doesn't exist.

all of this does not have size,

being in essence undivided oneness,
illusion gives it the appearance of size.

eternal perfect beloved

consciousness -- mind

energy -- feeling
form — body

i
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

oh awakener^ wlt-h your nany lovely facea
challenge t.he sleeper

bo open hla eyes and behold reality.

one face in its intelligence
dianantlea the very machinery of projection
which envelopes the sleeper
in images of activity and place.

Another face removes the lens that focuses a viewpoint
which isolates the sleeper within its limitations.

one face stirs the heart so deeply
that the sleeper abandons the dream
in order to be with you, his beloved.

another face ties together the loose ends of the dream
until it becomes paralysed
in the net of its own inconsistencies
and the sleeper abandons it.

one face takes in hand

the threads of the sleeper's involvement in the dream
and draws the dreamer to himself.

another face awakens song so loud in the sleeper's heart
that sleep is no longer possible
and he awakens to meet the singer.

eternal perfect beloved

when i lolligag around in the underbrush of idle thoughts
i miss you, miss the shore,
miss the ocean of all-pervading oneness.

the unity of all beings, things and cycles,
this outer reflection of inner unity,
projects the imagined shore of the indivisible pacific.

one step into that unlimited ocean
fuses time into eternity,
and removes the directions from space,
collapsing form into an unspeakable vacuum.
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e'ternal perfect beloved

only mercy is beautiful in authority,
only mercy brings wholeness to the heart,
only mercy turns failure into intelligence',
only mercy patiently attends every step
until the goal is won.
you are all-merciful.

only mercy works anonymously,
only mercy is not deceived by ugliness. 'j
only mercy stoops in order to elevate the lowest ^
to supreme heights,
you are all-merciful.

only mercy refuses to fall into indifference.
only mercy releases binding until freedom is totally real.
only mercy bends the wrong road around until it arrives |
at the right destination
you are all-merciful.

only mercy expresses strength through noncondemnation.
only mercy holds the vanquished in an embrace of equality,
only mercy cultivates the seed of friendship
hidden within aggression,
you are all-merciful.

only mercy continues to care after all hope has faded.
only mercy frees by forgiving the unforgiveable.
only mercy is unlimitedly spacious.
only mercy is patient beyond all reason.
you are all-merciful.

only mercy values the intention apart from the result,
only mercy hears the inner sense of speech.
only mercy treats others the way it hopes to be treated,
you are all-merciful.

i

eternal perfect beloved

love is not something one has.
love is what all and everyone is.
you are love, just as you are the oneness
of all opposites joined in unity.

one love, not many loves.
not my love nor your love, but one love,
your love returns to you as my love.

that one love binds us closer than parent and child,
tighter even than lover and beloved.
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et-ernal perfect, beloved

how can you be praised sufficiently
who are yo '^self both praise and blase?

the more i praise you, the greater the shadow of blame
grows behind me, by the law of duality.

by praising you, i secretly blame you,
and by blaming you, i secretly praise you.
the more intense sunlight, the deeper the dark shadow.

you are the one behind and within both, praise and blame
who makes them both equally possible.

when praise and blame fuse together in one place,
there i see you neither smiling nor frowning,
yet both smiles and frowns fly out of you
like rainbows from a sunny downpour.

eternal perfect beloved

all depend on you who are the oneness
out of which all manyness takes form
by denial of certain opposites and assertion of others.
every duality appears to divide the indivisible,
to create consciousness

and to project itself as the creation.
you are the unity which appears to be divided.

all depend on you
who are the manyness of consciousness itself,
which is divided into false and true knowledge,
and you are beyond consciousness too,
independent of any knowing or unknowing.

all depend on you
who remain ever oneness,

original and simple even within opposites.
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et.ernol perfect, beloved

what, aort of love la t.his that belittlee

your game of awakening consciousness in illusion?

what sort of love is this that puts down
your whimsical dream of time and space?

what sort of love is this that avoids

creatures and characters who people your play?

oh all-pervading ocean of oneness, show me how
to participate in your divine sport
in any way that amuses you.

oh perfect beloved, how can your lover
expect to please you
without the grace of your forgiving love?

oh indivisible one, how can your slave
poaaibly hope for even a moment of intimacy
unless you happen to will it in your divine humor?

eternal perfect beloved

lonelinese overtakes me
end i think, "where is my beloved?"
it's so easy to lose you among the enticements
and irritations of the world.

when I'm busy looking at one or another of »y bodies
leather than at you,
e veil falls across my mind and separates me from you,
one lonely man making a sandwich in his kitchen
to feed you, the almighty unveiler.

as you grow strong on that nourishment
the veil lifts and i see each world as my own body.
you are the unity of my indivisible self
which projects the physical body as the physical world,
the subtle body as the subtle world,
and the mental body as the mental world.

®il three worlds spin out of self, orbit around self
and cycle back into self,
®ach in the rhythm of its own time.
ii-'s a mere convention of language
to say "out of, around and into,"
because indivisible self always remains totally within
as well as beyond all bodies and worlds.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

ell-pervadlng ocean of oneness, you are love,
boundless love whlc!x melts divisions

within an individual,
leading to the disappearance of separations
between individuals.

you inexorably draw all into your oneness,
driving false love, which is desire, out of the heart
and flooding it with truth from your ocean of love.

you are beyond liking and hating, beyond desire and fearc
you are the indescribable completion
of lover and beloved in union,
full of appreciation and gratefulness.

you bend every river toward the pacific of love.
you harvest and compost good and bad deeds.
you take responsibility for disasters as "acts of god,"
and bear the hatred and blame in your own body.

you give the world a body to wrack and worship,
a heart to love and long for,
and a mind to realize and transcend.

you awaken intelligence
as you restore balance to perfection,
you preserve the positive purpose
behind every negative act and situation.

you sever the very root of illusion
with your blade of wholeness,
and you ordain that all awaken in heart
and Join you in infinite bliss, knowledge and power.

eternal perfect beloved

this elusive love!

when i long for it, it's gone far away.
when i Just let it be as it is,
then i become aware of the ocean of love
in which i'm totally lost in unlimited love.

because you are love, i am love and i can love you.
because you are truth, i am truth and i can know you.
because you are goodwill, i am goodwill
and i can serve you.
because you are that, i am that and i can be you.

you are infinite love, infinite truth, infinite goodwill.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

love for you stakes it-s presence felt, in at.t.lt.udes
and behaviors toward the creation,

this dream of false divisions and distinctions.

creatures in conflict struggle to survive
and extend their empires
or die and flow back into the ocean of oneness

and disappear.

it's your dream, beloved, and every particle
and person in it is only you.
don't hold back your love
and deny us the opportunity to melt our hearts
in the "only you" of each and every thing,
though we can never deserve or earn such grace.

let nothing be left in our hearts to protect,
send the generals home with their artillery
and infantry.
why should we fear anything from you?

eternal perfect beloved

what's the difference between loving you
as the dreamer or as the dream,
you who are indivisible?

every eye is your eye, every glance your glance,
every vision your vision.

if there is something or somebody in your dream
whom i cannot appreciate as you,
help me find the space in my heart to love
that thing or person even as you certainly do.

break the bonds and borders of my heart
that keep me cowered in fear and avoidance
and divide me from the indivisible.

expand this heart out beyond all frontiers
to all-inclusive love without limitation.

help me give you my head
so that you can give me your heart,
kindly help me experience that my heart
is no different from your oceanic love.

help me bow all the way down
to the real humility of your love.
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et-ernal perfect, beloved

ahould 1 dlatinguiah between 70U and your ahedow,
accepting you and rejecting your ahadow?

you love your ahadow and atay intimately involved in it.
at the aame time you ait apart from it,
aaying, "love me, love my ahadow."

the ahadowa of every little thing and being
find their place in your all-abaorbing one.
my ahadow clinga to youra.

all the darkneaa in my ahadow that i would hide
from myaelf and from you, i muat love
even aa you who are the ocean of love
love the darkneaa that ia found within your own ahadow.

it ia you who aend the cat to eat the mouae,
the dog to kill the cat, the lion to eat the dog,
the man to ahoot the lion, the nation to aacrifice the man
and time to obliterate the nation.

eternal perfect beloved

i play thia trick on myaelf —
by aaking you for more love,
i imply that i have not enough love.
thua i attribute reality to a aingle aide of a duality
and i block out the ocean of oneneaa,
which ia your love.

i am on the beach where i amell and hear
the ocean of your love but i can't aee it,
can't find it or throw myaelf in.

your truth makes no aenae without love,
i recognize the nightmare experience of being chased
while in an inexplicably dreamy way i'm unable to escape.

your love tames the wild dogs of duality
and coaxes them onto the lap of unity
where they curl up in comfort
and drift into dreamless sleep.

thia oneness of love ia the omnipotent truth
within all and beyond all
which seems like two but in reality is indivisibly one.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

open the heart river to irrigate
the lives of your struggling creatures
with the waters of unliaited love.

oh savior, your world cries out for you now
in all kinds of voices and languages.

medicine calls in panic through narcotic needles,
politics calls in the budget's numbing numbers,
agriculture calls you through the headlong charge
of deserts on the move.

warbusiness calls you in the language of covert .
religion calls desperately from prisons of fundaxnenbalism
science calls you through genetic codes,
art calls feebly from senile amnesia,
entertainment screams for you in violent shock.

send the voices that you want in your creation,
send language from your heart.

even a sprinkle of your love,
though less than a river,
breaks the cycle of drought
and brings new life to the lost ones.

eternal perfect beloved

the fuel and spark of the sun's energy
expresses the enormous power
of the burning question, "who am i?"

the constant changes and endless cycles of the moon
*'®flect the numerous thoughts and theories
which appear to reply to that question.

the earthly canyons and peaks of man and his institutions
unfolding through human seasons

the concrete answers to that question.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

freedom flowe out of love for god
which brings one closer end closer to you
who are the very essence of freedom,
unbound and unblndable while committed totally
to every being bound within the creation.

in rebellion against bondage,
some turn to their families,
addressing the patriarch or matriarch,
and demand freedom.

others turn to the government,
addressing politicians, and demand freedom.

some turn to religion,
addressing priests, and demand freedom,
others turn to the mind,
addressing psychiatrists, and demand freedom,

some turn to economics,

addressing their employers, and demand freedom.
others turn to revolution,
addressing guerillas, and demand freedom.

maybe a few savor a foretaste of freedom by these actions,
maybe the bonds only tighten and become more subtle,
like the monster at lerna who grows two new heads
every time one is severed.

only by turning to you and addressing the self of all
in an attitude of real love

can anyone hope to receive the gift of freedom
which it is your pleasure to distribute to your lovers
through the blissful grace of your divine love.

oh beloved, identify yourself in everyone's heart
so that all know which way to turn to address you
and become candidates for real freedom.

eternal perfect beloved

the sound of krishna's flute

spreads through consciousness,
awakening desire to go to him
:fust as the delicious smell of baking bread
draws the hungry to a kitchen.
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et-ernal perfect, beloved

if i aay i want to love you aiore
i create a false distinction and distance between us,
and i struggle in isolation to find love In my heart.

if- i say i want more of your love,
i also create that false distance
and choke myself with absence and longing.

both longings block the everpresent reality
unlimited love.

when false distinctions of "i" and "you" are abandoned
to the indivisible self
of the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
love is freed from all blockage.

everybody is now or will be a hero of heart in due time,
a hero of understanding over judgment,
care over fear, and help over hindrance.

ruly i can't ask for love or create 1

remain in truth

° be love living love's life.

ove

®ternal perfect beloved

are three oceans in one:

L" the almighty ocean of peace which empowers
wi?S divine liberty of absolute freedom^rnout rival, opponent or resistance,

cut border, limit or restriction.

from®^! all-knowing ocean of truth which
With divine realization of absolute transcendance
witho^^ P^'cJection, transference or duality,confuaiojj^ ignorance or error-

from^Jv all-cherishing ocean of love which enjoys
® divine bliss of absolute unity
reparation, distance or division,"°ut longing, disappointment or loss.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you hide wlt.hln bodies^ feelings and bhoughbs
so perfectly that nobody can ever see you ther^.
nothing accidentally sticks out to blow your cover,
you never sneeze or hick out of synch.

with perfect humbleness you allow every form
to assert Itself»
not like jlm hensen with the muppets,
because between shows they lie abandoned on studio tables,
not like leo tolstoy within war and peace
because that often sits Inertly on a library shelf,
not like charleton heston as moses

In the ten commandments either

because those reels mostly stand In film warehouses.

you never leave, abandon or separate from any form
In creation.

you are always actually right there,
even In the dead body on the way to burial,
even In old dynosaur bones, closer even than marrow,
and yet unseen like sand In glass,
or electricity In a battery,
or like geometry In a house.

what a glorious moment beyond time and space
when you step out from within your cover,
oh beloved, and show yourself to your lover.

what an astonishing reversal of appearance!
what seemed to be hiding you
now reveals you as plainly as night reveals stars,
or the grasp of a new language reveals meaning
In what was only nonsense sound.

you become even more true and clear
than all the forms you hid within.
now they In total reversal all appear hidden In you.
what tearful laughter, what wedding, what homecoming!

eternal perfect beloved

oh awakener,
awaken heart to ever greater love,
awaken mind to ever greater truth,
awaken will to ever greater service.
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•ternal perfect beloved

Mind moves from thought to thought
like turning the pages of a fat newspaper
that st^ems older and more tedious as time goes on,
yet the page turns again and the eye fills again
'^ith familiar old voices.

let this newspaper come to its last page, beloved,
or let me fold it and set it aside at once.

the newspaper becomes holy scripture
in the truth of your name, beloved,
and folds itself silently in the sound of your name,
it burns utterly without leaving even a -trace of ash
in the love of your name.

oh savior, you establish true freedom of mind,
freedom from the oppression of habits
®nd freedom from the absolute tyranny of opposites.

®ternal perfect beloved

mind plow the field
Where heart-seed can take root and flourish.
i®t body cultivate it with strength and skill
■^il it yields the fullness of forgiveness and compassion,

eternal perfect beloved

how odd to know and feel you infinitely still
^ ell-pervading ocean of onenessWithout a wave or breath of movement,

®t the same time feel you rocked
^  chaotic waves of dualityen to the point of discomfort and seasickness

you^ end in motion, both one and many,*^®et and work at the same time.

oh^w laughing and crying simultaneously,4  e^oved, only you can tell
the tear on your cheek comes from humor or sorrow
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

6ltt.ing In t.he early morning. sunshine
i gabher t-ogether the wild wires of my thoughts
and connect them all to you.
all the :)uice flows into your immeasureable oneness.

each one of these wires feeds into you
from a fragmentary opposite
and in you links up with its other half,
coming to rest in the wholeness of unity,
which cannot be measured.

in you every fragment finds its setting
and slips so exactly into its original place
that no seams remain, no cracks or patches
can be found anywhere.

every he finds his she, every left her right,
every past finds its future, every complaint its praise,
every orphan finds his parents and every exile his home.

eternal perfect beloved

you have your fun with me, divine playmate!

even though you are indivisible,
you divide me from yourself in the things of the world
and you also divide me out among the countless things.

then you kindly remind me of hafiz, who says
with all the authority of a perfect master
that the things of the world are nothing into nothing.

then i have my fun with you,
discarding nothing after nothing until you appear
in your indivisible majesty of all-pervading unity.

the very disguise which hid you now reveals you,
and there is no break in seeing you,
no respite from your omnipresence.
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eternal perfect beloved

oh ancient one, awakener,
every being and thing pours out of you
like rain out of a cloud,
end flows back into you like rivers into the sea

all emerge from you like leaves
sprouting from the branches of a tree,
and merge back into you like compost at the roots

all come out of you and go into you, beloved,
but this is only the fantasy-language of mind
desperately dividing you into "in and out"

beyond the fantasy of infinite separations
In the reality of your all-pervading oneness,
mind must retire and dualities disappear,
there "in" and "out" are identical.

you are untouched by any "in" or "out"
unmoved in any outflowing or returning
yet you are also inaenarablv merged

—  any outtlowing or returnins,

yet you are also inseparably merged
n the fantasy movement of "in and out* f low .

the entire gross plane is your physical body.
the planes of the subtle world are your energy body
the planes of the mental world are your mental body

crannyyou are fully present in every nook and
all your bodies,
the head you are the ocean of truth,

®h in the heart, the ocean of love,
®^d in the abdomen, the ocean of goodwill.
"Ut the real you lies beyond bodies
In the undivided ocean of oneness,
*»'hich cannot be entered nor can it be exited

mind with its two-jawed pliers action
grasp you,

her within your bodies or beyond them.

®ternal perfect beloved

brahma belly
Vishnu heart
mhiva head
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e-ternal perfect, beloved

your unit.y beyond mind
projecba bhe creation aa your bodiea,
where all muat aay in truth,
"1 am you, 1 am that, 1 am tathata."

whether abaorbed In your projection,
or abaorbed In unity, atlll,
all muat declare, "1 am you, 1 am that, 1 am tathata."

whether 1 remember or not,
whether 1 feel It or not,
whether 1 aay It or not, atlll 1 am one with you, tathata.

whether anybody underatanda It or not,
whether anybody agreea or not,
whether anybody accepta It or not,
atlll all are one with you, all are tathata.

eternal perfect beloved

the aeeda of aeparatlve peraonallty are ground to flour
In the mill of forglveneaa and acceptance.

they are kneaded with the water of caring,
well aalted with teara of releaae,
and baked In the heat of committment.

finally they are aerved up joyfully
to all who are hungry
In order to auataln them In their aearch for the mill.

eternal perfect beloved

talking about you requires learning a new language,
with all the error and limitation, hesitation
and aearch for right words and expressions
that mark a beginning speaker.

words precisely understood In the old language
convey wrong Impressions and Implications
when talking about you.

1 attend my lessons and practice
to apeak this newly acquired language of unity
with the lips and tongue of duality,
words of unity formed on organs accustomed to division.
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eternal perfect beloved

you go through your protean changes of appearance
while i grip you inescapably in ay hearty
until finally you delive. your perpetual aeaaage
that i am that,
that imperishable tathata beyond aind,
that indescribable reality infinitely peaceful,
infinitely truthful, infinitely loving.

by your grace i realize that 1 aa that,
without your grace i would never know.
® thousand lives could pass and i wouldn't know.
® million could come and go and still ± wouldn't know,

i am your will and therefore you are ay will.
®a your love and therefore you are ay love,

i am your truth and therefore you are ay truth.

you are the single source

th love and truth in creation.®refore 1 am your demonstration of tri-une reality

your inescapable truth of all-pervading oneness,
mprisons me in the total freedom of i am that,
nstructs me in the unlearnable i aa that,

®  the invisible i am that,
«t immeasureable love, that indescribable peace

tn '■ O" that.e world i am the slave of that.

j  that most thankfully,
i  . on that and merge in that,
in <=outact with that and disappearoream projections, both inner and outer,

ecause you are that,
are*+K^ your beauty and understandinge blies and truth of that, i am that.

to^ ^°^y then be a tower of truth, love and peace
in ?K caught upthe disturbed fictions of carelessness.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

to facilitate relationahip with the avatar^
to focus and concentrate zarathustra, ram, krishna,
buddha^ Jesus^ nuhanmad» aeher baba,
who lives in all as the real identity,
approachable through the heart
with the help of a peaceful mind,

let the announcement go out:

the one who never left has returned

to save himself who was never lost,
and to awaken the many who are actually one
from the dream that they are not sleeping.

he offers all an undeserved gift of unlimited love
which all eternally possess
and constantly long to give away.

oh tathagata, supreme personality, prophet, only son,
saoshyant, avatar,
beloved personal projection of god within your own projected
worlds,

on your mission to simplify confusion and draw attention
to the reality of your existence,
we welcome your divine love in our hearts,
your divine truth in our minds,
and your divine service in our bodies.

eternal perfect beloved

this worldly circus the avatar leads the parade
riding very skillfully on a unicycle
like a sad-funny clown who steals hearts.

yogis and saints follow behind him
riding very seriously on tricycles,
behind them come philosophers and scientists
riding bicycles with an air of great importance.

fir^^lly the rest of humanity comes rolling along
hesitatingly in a great variety of wagons and wheelchairs,
cars and carts of all kinds, both odd and ordinary,
powered by all manner of animals and ingenious engines,
all rolling squarely on four wheels.
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•t.ttrnal perfect, beloved

do not cling to any opposite^ you say.
enter directly Into the all-pervading ocean of oneness,
drown completely In It.
only the unlimited loye of the ocean exists.

here the question wraps around the answer
like a peach around Its seed,
here the winner serves the loser,
here where only circles can be drawn
ordinary logic hangs limp and Impotent,
here the two-sided coin of good and evil
buys priceless freedom.
here the one-legged outrun the two- and f ouar-legged.

here scissors become knives become needles.
here words become music become all-slgnlfleant silence.

the absence of zero becomes the fullness of *ony
becomes the absolute vacuum of one.

^®re the seven faces of the god-man
and the countless faces of the men-gods are one face,
here the lover merges In the beloved
and even the memory of separation Is extinguished.

here you find yourself In everyone and everything,
caught up In every conflict and contest
while spanning them all with equal love,
here you go beyond them to their single source
that heals all sorrow and spawns all humor.

any clinging to an opposite,
even the least little no, even the slightest no,
divides consciousness and creates worlds
of thought, feeling and action.

even a little yes, a slight yes,
divides consciousness and creates those worlds.

only agreement, silent acceptance
and surrender to Inviolable oneness
dissolve worlds In the universal solvent of love
and usher one Into the ultimate reality
of indivisible self,
the unfathomable ocean of divine love.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you are in everything, not with your aeherbaba face,
but with your real face, your parabrahaa face,
your face of absolute unity, your paramatma face,
your indivisible father-heaven face,
your allahu-akbar face, ahuranazda face,
your nirvana-saasara face..

your aeherbaba face, in all its twinkling gravity,
connects the dots of all past ages
and draws the shifting features of aaitreya,
saoshyant, al-nahdi, the returned savior,
in all their handsome beauty and inexpressible life.

what other face could bring saints to their knees,
send yogi's flying out of their bodies,
empty a thief's hands,
and awaken the sleeping hearts of ordinary people?

eternal perfect beloved

you busy yourself tirelessly
with unlimited imagination that fills the ocean of oneness
full of comical dream figures.
oh brahma, i don't know whether to laugh or cry.

you hide yourself behind masks of manyness
and peek out through every duality
with the double face of janus.
your silly humor amuses me endlessly
as it so cleverly obscure the indivisible beloved.
each mask has its charm and fascination.

you show your real face only to close friends
in private moments of intimacy.

i strain to catch the contour of your true features,
i long to see your single face
that sweeps away all the masks of difference and distance,
mind, entirely without support, can not stand
nor can words sit against each other
in the totality of your divine humor.
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aternal perfect beloved

the most Important fact that mind can graap,
the single fact that both creates and deatrtys elnd
while at the same time sustaining it,
the one fact that dispells all myatery,
answers all questions and puts mind at rest.,

the only fact that is, in fact, a genuine fact,
the sole eternal fact, most ancient fact,
in and out of time fact, the irreducible fact,

the only pan-galactic fact,
equally true on every planet and star in every galaxy,
the single parent of all factions and factitiousness,

is the atomic fact that god cannot be divided,
that reality is absolutely indivisible.

all is one. god is one. reality is one.

eternal perfect beloved

truth is like a big blob of dough
all kneaded and punched into readiness,
whereas words are like spaghetti.

they've been squeezed through a device
which makes separations and distinctions
that easily become a confused tangle.

they can be straightened out
only by adding a sauce of love
and feeding them all to you,
oh beloved consumer of confusions,
you digester of distinctions,
you assimilator of separations.

©ternal perfect beloved

the rhythm of mind is emptiness,
the melody of mind is fullness.

together they perform the mind's great music
which creates the divine dance of inhabited worlds
absorbed in the immeasureable beauty of their own motion
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

all Impreaaions fall before real oneness.
real unity removes extension from objects that create
the impression of space«
and removes duration from motion that creates
the impression of time.

Bilent "i am" remains untouched
by the nuclear furnace of stars
whirling through the dream sky of creation.

before abraham was» before the founding of the worlds^
i am ever silent one.
after the last planet becomes dust in the solar wind
and the last star flickers out,
i am as i always am.

throughout the entire adventure of creation,
in every element,
in every individual animal, vegetable and human,
i am independent and imperceptible,
yet committed and involved.
i feel and respond to the joy of every triumph

the fJTustjretion of evez^y fellviz^e
turning each into its opposite '
aa a baker turns the loaves in his oven.

i search for myself in every form,
and within the appearance of time
i reveal myself in every form.

i am the silent one who,
struck by the mallet of desiring to know myself,

entire creation sound through my imagination,
from the grand music of the spheres
down to the least little thought
articulated in any person's mind.

the creation unfolds within me in every detail
and i unfold within the creation in every being,
i am inescapable, unavoidable and nondeceivable.
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eternal perfect beloved

the huaan personality of the avatar,
with its unlimited love, uncoaproaising truth
end tireless service,
with its huaor and beauty,
is the divine personality present in every human.

it is the full expression of huaan personality
which is achieved when the huaan accepts and loves
the divine within himself and within all others.

the divine personality directly expresses absolute oneneas
through the human form
within the worldly circumstances surrounding humanity.

it is the birth challenge of every huaan
and the divine business of every world
to press through obstacles
and express the charm, honesty, huableness and helpfulness

oneness in the world,
which is the unblocked flow of krishna, buddha, christ
personality,
the undistorted pattern of zarathustra, ram, meher baba
personality.

the truly human personality is divine,
^^^^i^'^ed from the inside out by expressing
the realization of absolutely indivisible oneness
through the head of truth, the heart of love,
and the body of goodwill,
no deceived by what is untrue,
nor disturbed by what is unloving,
fior frustrated by what is unhelpful.

eternal perfect beloved

you unspeakable zero-many-one,
o much easier to talk to than about,
you stand outside of language,
asking a lie ©f every word
ty your absolutely pure silence,
and you participate noisily in every word
as that very element which gives meaning.

also

oh, you are clever in your jam-packed emptiness
that validates every word while turning it aside as false
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

mind deals in halftrutha

because the whole truth wipes the mind right out,
like a balanced minus-and-plus account
that adds up to zero, an empty zero to be sure,
yet full of minuses and plusses.
in this algebra of consciousness
the meaning and significance, the message,
comes from the balance of minus and plus,
the merging of each minus into its plus-mate.
that balance expresses itself as oneness.

therefore the appearance of mind is manyness,
elaborate complexity,
the truth of mind is zero, void, nothingness,
end the meaning of mind is oneness, balance, wholeness•

the appearance of mind is the world, samsara.
the truth of mind is enlightenment, nirvana,
the meaning of mind is reality, god.

eternal perfect beloved

saoshyant vishnu maitreya Christ madhi meher baba

eternal perfect beloved

if you lift me up, praise and exalt me.
It's only to crash me down from a greater heighti
if you push me down, trash and belittle me,
it's only to lift me up from a greater depth.

you level both the high and the low in your oneness,
where there is no place for even the slightest shadow
of separation,
not even the minutest particle of intention to separate
the indivisible into appearances
of high and low, new and old, cause and effect.

to choose one and reject another is just to play around
in the children's sandbox of projections
in the school yard of absolutely indivisible oneness,
while the teacher carefully prepares yet another lesson
that will drive the truth home.
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et.«rnal perfect beloved

in your indivisible najesty,
you play the gene of appearances^
creating this rainbow world by passing light through miet^
projecting seven shining colors^
and creating this harmonic world by passing breath
through a tube,
amplifying seven vibrant sounds.

just as the seven colors come from colorless light,
light itself comes from you,
and just as the colors are not separate from light,
light is not separate from you.

just as the seven tones come from untuned om,
om itself comes from you,
and just as the tones are not separate from om,
om is not separate from you.

with this radiant palette and this vibrant octave
you create all the gorgeous worlds of appearance.

oh artist, oh composer,
you take your time outside of time
and perfect every tiny detail of creation within time.

eternal perfect beloved

to color, hue and vision
what om is to pitch, tone and voice.

duet as light divides into the spectrum of colors
when passing through a drop of water,
so om divides into the octave of tones
when passing through a length of tube.

just as the light of the sun passing through the mind
divides into all images in creation,
eo the sound of om passing through mind
divides into all the words of language.

light is the appearance of the sun,
just as om is the sound of the sun.
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e'temal perfect, beloved

archinedes, with his lever on hla shoulder,
anoitious to move the world,
searches in vain for a fulcrum
until he discovers that he himself is the fulcrum,

every viewpoint that he confirms
sets a fulcrum against the lever of unity in his mind
and determines his ratio of purchase
in every field of opposites, not just heavy and light.

let him set it in such a way that beauty
gets small purchase
and ugliness will topple it into an unused corner of mind.

iat him position it in such a way that success
gets small purchase
and failure will shunt it into mind's forgotten warehouse.

wherever he puts a viewpoint
he sets a fulcrum against the lever of unity
in the mechanics of consciousness.

eternal perfect beloved

klotho, lachesis and atropos, you three old dames of karma,
you spin sanskaric threads, and measure and cut them.

you spin these binding
from the fleeces of desire and fear.
you meter them out in measurements
of mind, heart and physical involvement.

you clip them with the special scissors of discrimination,
made from one blade of desirelessness
and one of fearlessness, pinned with the rivit of love.

eternal perfect beloved

love is the needle that stitches
together the pieces of duality,
whose pricks draw blood
from the heart and hand of the sewer.
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eternal perfect beloved

Rind, like the rock of sisyphos, rolle repeabedly
into the dusty valley of manynesa,
refusing by some inner law to sit contentedly
on the clean sysRetrical suRRit
which old sisyphos assuRes is you, beloved.

but as long as there is a valley,
that suRRit can be no Rore than a syRbol for you,
and the force of Rind's duality, like gravity,
drags the stone down again into the dust.
Rs long as there are valleys and peaks
you are hidden though everywhere present.

when sisyphos has ground the entire Rountain
and his grinding stone as well as hiRself to dust

all this dust at your feet,
then he will see you, beloved,

* through a suddenly focussed Ricroscope,
® mountain, in the stone, in the dust,

"  *08t shocking of all, in himself.

if he were to offer his drops of sweat to you right now
you would stream them together to form a great river
Which inevitably would pour him into you,
e all-pervading ocean of oneness.

eternal perfect beloved

9°^'^en rain of gratitude ever fall
W-OK4 ®^l~Pervading ocean of oneness in my heartng away every impression
accumulated during the great lifetime

»400,000 births and deaths in form.

aid is® folid works of medusa,
® herself who turns one to stone by a glance,

uKrt to the one born of golden rain,ho through a new angle of vision
hgs an end to her binding process.

the golden rain of gratefulness softens my stiff heart,
reminding me of your grace, the gift of loving you,
which you offer to your lovers.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

wit-hout. you, avat-ar, we would never recognize ourselves.

without, you, awakener, we would just continue dressing. ̂
without you, prophet, we would wander unguided.
without you, savior, our hearts would remain flint,
without you, friend, we would expect nothing but old age,
sickness and death.

without you, supreme one, we would labor in vain,
without you, king, we would suffer perpetual exile,
without you, saoshyant, our minds would fall apart
in confusion.

our dream of separation into manyness fades, awakener,
into the reality of oneness.
everyday roads turn into highways of pilgrimage,
prophet, to the omnipresent holy land,
you drill into our pride, savior,
and blow us away with compassion.

by your law of harmlessness, friend,
we are freed from birth and death,
our activities lay up real wealth, supreme one,
where thief and rust have no business.

you welcome us, king,
finally home from our long foreign tour,
at last we embrace truth absolute, saoshyant,
in your indivisible wholeness.

we find you, avatar,
beyond all duality as our own real self.

eternal perfect beloved

in the nondual state beyond right and wrong
omnipresent god simply plays
his omnidirectional game of "come to me."

every move, whether seen by humans as up or down,
favorable or unfavorable, lucky or unlucky,
brings one closer to the absolute truth of divine love.

in the unified state beyond good and bad
omniscient god simply plays
his revelations game of "who am i?"

every play, whether appreciated or abominated by humans,
*^bether cultivated or avoided, loved or hated,
©■trips away a disguise of god as yet another character
in the variety of his infinite oneness.
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eternal perfect beloved

the truth and beauty of your words
stimulate and expand my understanding
and move my heart to wonder,
but the way you live your life overcomes me
end slays me utterly dead.

you are like the sun and your words are light
that illuminates my dim and vague surroundings,
bringing precision into form and shadow,
but your life is heat that burns me right up,
incinerates me so thoroughly
that scarcely even ash remains.

like ikaros i am uplifted into flight
y the truth end beeuty of your worda^

end like ikaros i am undone by the heat
of your real life and i fall headlong

o the ell-pervading ocean of oneness
^  ̂ drown in your indivisible wholeness.

eternal perfect beloved

golden rain of gratefulness- —» yuxaen rain of gratefulness

1 feel gratitude for the miracle that is my life,

4-K »ore so i feel gratitude for the wondertnat is my death and release from habits of personality that
ll*it me in time

bind me in the place of physical body.

comes from dying to all except you.
in that death-in-you all joy breaks loose

th freedom,
,"9 goes out of injustice,pride loses it insult,

grace flows out to all,
®n slakes every thirsty lover in creation.

ch intelligent death, you are even more abundant life,
oundless freedom, and an eternity of time.

more
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et,ernal perfect, beloved

forgive aie for clinging in my aelfishness
t.o painful judgmentfi of wronga i have committed
againat human beinga, creaturea and the earth.
auch :)udgmenta reveal that i hold on to the poaaibillty
that aomething can be wrong in your creation,
which offenda my love for you with accuaationa of failure<

Judgmenta offend my intelligence aa well
In ita realization of your indiviaible unity
which cannot in fact be aeparated into bad and good.
Aslf^recriminationa are old ghoata of viewpoints
from loveless and unintelligent days past.

not only must i slip myself free of recrimination
but, also must i free every being in creation.

of U8 are you^ the single indiviaible existence
who plays in all forma by temporarily graaping
each of our individual pointe of view.

your medicine of forgiveness heals the diaappolnted heart
of longing for revisions in history,
and cures the hardened heart of withholding acceptance,
beloved godman.

the ocean of your boundleaa oneneaa
flows through every division,
closing the wound with forgiveness
and sealing it with love.

eternal perfect beloved

there is only one oneness, paramatma, and that is you.

just as earth has only one sun, which is also you,
while all fire, heat and light on earth
are reflections of you and parts of you,
so are we individual atmas reflections and parts of you,

each of us is the very same, not one whit different,
yet we are wholly occupied
with our petty furnaces and our minor ovens.
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eternal perfect beloved

the golden rain of gratefulness falls
into the all-pervading ocean of oneness In ny heart
quieting the chaotic cinema of flitting projections
bobbing in the ocean like survivors of shipwreck,
calling out for attention and help to be saved.

but i can't save them because i am the ocean
which drowns them in oneness.

it seems sad to the struggling projections
to lose their great attractiveness
and be utterly foiled in their activity.
finally they slip out of sight and sink out of wind

^ut the ocean of oneness, true to its nature,
'^aither grieves nor gloats.

eternal perfect beloved

this Eighty contest for ett.ntion end ell«g±dnce
between vou

are Ihe'infinite bliss of absolute oneness,
ar»H
-  tne intinire

UK? projections, i 4. ̂  «anvness,y»hich are the. in-fHnite flux of relative » Y«bich are the infinite flux of relati
^^wan beings have the dualistic habi

with good, god, «4.4<-,n
anrt projections with evil, the
the therein numerous grounds for ̂  pointingworld as deceptive, sorrowful and disappo

Lng

*"®lative to the world

Vef greatest highest good, aood and evil
ind 'reality you are absolutely beyond good

apendent and undivided.

oni? struggle with each other world.Within fields of opposites projected as our worx

vie^ take their positions,
all each other, stand or fall, the slightest,

-  you.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you alao love thoae who reject you.
you love ua tenderly and aoulxully#
full of reaponalve caring.

you are the aelf of each and everyone,
how heartbreaking to aee one reject oneself
and labor in blindness,

attempting to awaken truth in a fragment of projection
by beating the head against frustration,
or trying to coax love out of a cleverly made-up phantom
by repeatedly freezing the heart in arctic indifference.

you, with patience and endurance,
cure that sorrow within yourself
and offer it back as the intoxicant of real love

in ever more refined vintages
until it becomes the very bouquet of heaven itself.

such is your love for us who reject you.
how much more for us who recognize you?

eternal perfect beloved

oh almighty oneness that nothing can divide,
i am a plowed field carrying the seed of your new
literature,
and i am the slave who delights to work your field,
and offer you the crop therefrom without need or duress,
but solely from the joy of serving you.

let this gratitude find its way into words,
beloved awakener,
that others can add their voices to it

and create a chorus of thanksgiving.

open me up to the words of your new literature.
drive my hand to pen them clearly.
pilot my feet to fly them out to the world.

let this golden rain of gratitude thoroughly soak all
in the graceful flood of all-pervading oneness.
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eternal perfect beloved

all projections arise two by two
in the all-pervading ocean
of profoundly still and silent oneness,
creating consciousness by contrasts
between relative opposites.

the entire cosmic wholeness arises exactly
like a dream with its impression of self and other,
first in the concept of separation,
then the energy of separation,
finally the appearance of separation,

we stand in the physical world
surrounded by all manner of not-self,
isolated, longing, frightened and dependent-

the omnipresent heart of wholeness
suffers the constant sting of denial and scorn
in the proud divisions of mind,
projecting separation and contradiction
into the labyrinth of minos and laws of manu. -th
Pullman devours it alive and manu punishes it to ©

oh reality
that beds down the chattering hoards of dualities
with their endless fantasy world business pressing —^ing.
to work late into the night and rise early in the so
your absolute oneness swallows up mind
as easily as the whale swallows jonah, . j
as simply as sky eats the four directions of a pyram

aternal perfect beloved

your love flows through subtle veins in creation
nurturing, healing, and carrying life to all parts,
all thrive like cells bathed in your love solution

when circulation fails, all wither.
when circulation increases, all flourish.
you, beloved heart of creation,
pulse your love through avataric arteries.

all glow in your caring
and grow strong in the enrichment of your support,
you make us all immune and protect us all
from infection and corruption.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

pushing through the onslaught of world events
and personal events,
all pressing around for attention,
makes me feel like a salmon battling upstream
through white-water and over waterfall
to reach you, beloved, on your mountain-top throne.

then i see that your throne sits in the far heavens
and only your feet rest on the mountain peak,
to see your radiant face i must continue
struggling upstream into the icey mists,
and right up through falling snow and shifting cloud.

and there you are, crowned with stars,
your heart as vast as all space,
holding all within it.

oh great fisherman, this fish cannot fly.
i can only thank you
for dropping a line with baited hook into the salmony sea,
that you could lift me directly to your self.

eternal perfect beloved

do not cling to any opposite, you say.
cling only to the opposite-less wholeness
with which there is no other to compare,
from which nothing is left out,
not so much as a particle of oceany earth or starry sky.

where in all creation is there an "i am not that"
except in the perpetual scramble to divide the indivisible
into worlds?

all things and beings struggle to create distinctions
and hold them in place as long as possible.
but they can only be temporary and insubstantial.

seen from eternity
all appear with absolute clarity within one as self,

seen through time
every thing and being labors to create and maintain
individuality against the force of eternity,
all such worlds must burn out, crumble and blow away
while the indivisible remains involved but unaffected.
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•ternal perfect beloved

infinite richneee of your imagination,

lit variety of dreaa iaages that ariae
Iw «Molute vacuua of your infinite onenesa,both those aost nuaerous beyond number

wnO^ nAvoY* MAA a j ^that never see the light of day,
nuaerous beyond nuabernich play theaaelves out as the history of the planet

our coffers overflow with wealth

and q4d win°""K custoaa, schools,and god knows how aany other tools

•u Of '"'""'^^"9 abundance.

What is hidden fm. 4.v
«oon behind threw r®"

one aight as uoi V 4. ®y®'
on one's tongue catch all the rain

°t'i"uer.rir "r"
were a whela every eingle word itaelf
'  longuage the? one auat learn to apealt
ieeglner, i revel In your infinite wealth.

•ternal perfect beloved
these poeas qive ,
a voice to TV •® ® vehicle of remembrance,

•-o praise you and a telephone to the world.
let thea fall in «w .i
that cover the a, Sundance like snowflakes
with the briiii.®r t'® wintery heart

®nt beauty of your crystaline name.

into^the Qorae^°^"* winter's sad deadneaa „tity.gorgeous white purity of your extensive identity
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et.ex>nal perfect, beloved

i.n bhla aarke-b age, when t-he prevailing world view
cornea from bhe minda of merchanba,
human beinga buay bhemaelvea buying and selling
your pro:)ect.iona, beloved, creating artificial scarcity.^

how can pricea be put on you or your projections?
you are one.

buyer and aeller diaappear in your unity.

your projectiona, indeed thoae of human beings,
are endleaa and infinitely unlimited,
providing an unlimited though ignored source for goods,
flooding the market so abundantly that
by the law of supply and demand no price can survive.

ignorance creates demand and supports prices,
though a sharper tongue might call it greed.

one iam values gold,
and under that iam gold becomes scarce.
another ism values human labor,
and under that ism labor becomes scarce.

you have to make the world a failure, beloved,
in order for human beings to find you.
and when we find you, then the world has magnificently
succeeded in its very purposeful failure,
and all such distinctions disappear.

eternal perfect beloved

you are that star which illuminates millions of lightyears
and gathers a generation of planets around itself
like a king at court, like a true teacher.

that is your way of sport, but not your real identity,
which lies between stars in the absolute vacuum
of oneness out of which all stars and planets arise.
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eternal perfect beloved

you are that unspeakable one reality
^  symbolized by every form, energy and eoaning in creation.

you are that grace which knocks on every heart,
^ seeking entry into every life.

you are that omnipresent heart of wholeneas
which though infinitely divisible is totally Inseparable
and therefore heals stronger whenever broken ■

t./'V" affection which melts the heart's isolationby satisfying its real desire
and comforting its imagined fear.

pli, ®*'® bhat patience, humility and responsiveness
which wipes out deep grooves of habit
worn into individual and collective consciousness •

you are that understanding which unties the tangled
hlja «not of duality

«nd finds exit from the mind's tiresome labyrinth-

which is beyond opposites, beyond projection,
beyond motion and conflict, beyond self-consciousnes ,
that simple, pure, unspeakable self.

goodwill which serves every need
and nurtures every aspiration
that leads to freedom from bondage and weakness.

you are that indivisible reality within which
'r all endless cycles of beings inhabiting worlds

appear to rise and fall while persisting eternally-

a*'® that sacred ganges rising like a river
of champagne from the crown of wakefulness.

all-pervading pacific of oneness
oh is invisible to two eyes

®ut seen everywhere in the lamplight of the single ey

h  ®^® that breathless oneness without stir or
within which all characters and events take place
like organs and functions within a body.

you are that infinite power, knowledge and bliss
which manifests as all-peace, all-truth and all-love.

I  'i
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

in the practical world
1 can neither do all i think good and right
nor can i do all i think evil and wrong.
i have to accept both the right and wrong of what i do.

good and evil are categories created by interpretation
of viewpoints established in aind.
different minds have different viewpoints.
often the same mind has viewpoints
that support conflicting interpretations,
and the same mind often changes viewpoints.

i can never build my life on such shifting footage,
i must found it on you, beloved, who are that
which when divided and interpreted yields good and evil,
which undivided includes both good and evil as one,
which is there before any division
and which remains after interpretation has been abandoned.

like the sun, you warm both good and evil,
like the rain, you soak both right and wrong,
like the wind, you ventilate both saint and sinner,
like the earth, you ground all, beloved one,
supporting the feet of both success and failure.

eternal perfect beloved

oh shadowless one,
you maintain this shadow show of creation
in order to showcase your light to its fullest advantage.
we shadow-puppets, caught up in the drama,
lose ourselves in the fascination of hide and seek,
and fail to notice your light. '

if there were no shadow play, we would also fail
to see your light.
in the contrast of hatred we begin to recognize love,
in the chaos of lies we begin to perceive and value truth,
in the frustration of helplessness we begin to know
the correct use of power.
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•ternal perfoct beloved

Mind dances around on the two feet of duality,
running, turninri and jumping with fascinating skill,
seemingly Inexhaustable, ever-renewing and ever-repeating,

•*®ctly when the audience would take a break
mind comes up with a new routine
or delivers an old one with more skill than ever
when the audience has had enough of a good thing
and would make its way home,
aind dances a frenzy of objections,
epping, whirling and leaping all over the stag*

of limited consciousness.

*oon as i notice you, beloved oneness,
behind the dancer's make-up,

®ach separate step to each other

a anding replaces fascination.

and dancer can also rest end take a breaka his way home at the appropriate moment

eternal perfect beloved

strands of consciousness weave together.

in the various dream life that unfolds
aeeminoiv awakening,
within +K ^^icant yet usually forgotten
in the ^itst few minutes of attention focused
Of dreamary awakeness in the world.

with^uDsi«<^^^ solidified consciousness of the world
cars sJerti^ '^^ighbors moving around,
the wMrrlna^
and noises L refrigerator
the needs of th^h m ""®truction,the body, making a cup

aoditative reconsideration
images and events in consciousness

one sits with impressions from friends,
ws and fil® scenes witnessed on tv,

plans, duties and longings.

of tea

in'^tho'^r.^^^^* Bharp focus on you of mind beyond mind
WM=I: is SotK "verpreaence
and ^ "naaalad within all dualityOtally independently outside of it.
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et.emal perfect, beloved

you are the dhamakaya* the realm of absolute unity,
free of any tendency whatsoever toward the projection
of dualities in any form of mind, energy or matter,
you are bodhi, oneness.

you are the samboghakaya, the realm of profound wisdom,
oh fully awakened one, where the light of understanding
falls on all forms of manyness,
illuminating the inherent sense within chaos.
you are bodhi observing manas, oneness viewing manyness.

you are the nirmanakaya, the realm of wise behavior,
oh awakener, within the activity of the world,
the force that uplifts the conflicting rush
of world events,
and imprints it with a mark of divine love and truth,
you are bodhi influencing manas,
oneness working through manyness.

ring the bell of realization that announces,
like a rooster, the dawn of illumination
which enlightens the incessant human dream
of separation and success within the starry darkness.

you are the bell, you are the bell ringer
and you are the waves of sound that break

the isolated shore of every individual heart
like surf rolling against islands
arising in the immense sea of your being.

eternal perfect beloved

when the knowing nature
marries the feeling nature,
wisdom is born
and real service becomes possible.

eternal perfect beloved

one can never lose the ocean

by becoming lost among the waves,
just as one can never the lose the forest
by becoming lost among the trees.
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eternal perfect beloved

like beads on a string, you say^ aa you center'
every tradition in yourself -- Indian, aeaitic,
Chinese, greek, native a-orican, pacific,
you draw every meaning to yourself,

each with the touch of unlimited knowledge,
far beyond intellect and mere learning.

you create every tradition
by planting the original seed and cultivating it
through the generations of human misunderstanding
that distort and limit truth

borders of cultures and languages.

you renew every tradition by threading its bead
on the timeless string of yourself,
no limitation or separation whatsoever
can be applied to you,

skillful,ithin you, and you are within all.

you are inner meaning of every thought
vou are i""®** texture of every feeling,e inner purpose of every action.

eternal perfect beloved

sound?

Shi?®dr5c.u''w.nrto«lthin y.ur dre« of ZZ IZZ
and continents thickly blanketed in collectiv<

+  new sound you bring out of silencet: ̂^n-rug^h^ : w^^ftfe-^? h' oppresses all -liKe,y  it with the blade of silence?

oh beloved, lay baf^w 4-k.v
.nd expose the ai.ple dlstrections
unpluchsble, >'nsU '

eternal perfect beloved

power -- mental
energy -- subtle
force — physical
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e'temal perfect beloved

first we turn to you as the almighty,
asking you to smash our enemies
and raise us up to high places.

in the failure of might,
we turn to you and ask for understanding,
that you remove the veils of our confusion
and show yourself undisguised and natural.

in the frustration of noncomprehension,
we turn to you and ask for love,
that we may delight in your every whim,
whether it raise us up or confound us.
whether it belittle or enlighten us.

in love, oh awakener, finally
we discover a medium sufficiently powerful

the age-old shell of misunderstanding
that isolates us from you,
and smart enough to find its way out of the labyrinth
of mind's perpetual crossroading

®ternal perfect beloved

without your love for us.
we would never discover love for anybody or anything,
eepeclaliy not for you.
who are at once the easiest and most difficult to love.

beloved who gives everything
while taking everything away,
the beloved most attractive to the eves
yet impossible to see.#  V ^woe ̂ X G lii»w 066 p

the most agreeable beloved yet the most dominating,
the most freeing and most binding beloved.

oh awakener, you are the ocean of love,
send your wave that erodes away these cliffs of resistance
and undermines these stiff bluffs,
let your tide rise.

you are the lord of love,
grant us asylum in your state.
command our hearts to make us at home,
that we can eventually qualify for citizenship
and full participation in love.
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eternal perfect beloved

riding the vehicle of attention driven by love
i travel up through planning and desiring for myself,
up through questions that i'a working on
and further up through what i think i know,
and there above all i find you,
the indivisible all-pervading ocean of oneness,
source and inner sustenance of all,
without fanfare or self-righteousness.

what humor to watch the mind struggle with you.
you are sharper than the sharpest needle
yet larger, much larger than a galaxy.
how can the mind handle the way you swallow up
whole galaxies in the point of the sharpest pin?

how can the mind touch your aloneness?
you are far too simple for mind to grasp
with your eternity of beginningless beginnings
and endless ends.
®ven dream and music dumbfound mind,
where can mind set foot in silence?

eternal perfect beloved

newton's law that
for every action there's an opposite and equal reaction
describes the physics of consciousness.
every clinging in mind ^ . .
creates an equal and opposite challenge to that clinging
which eventually breaks it lose, j
allowing consciousness to find its rest in equ r um.

world itself, full of the countless limitations of
"i am a mountain," "i am a tree," "i am a cow,"
i am a woman, or man, or a leader or a follower,
®11 arise by newton's law from god's original not knowing,
god's first question, "who am i?"

every thesis in consciousness gives rise to an antithesis,
creating a synthesis which is itself a new thesis,
in the dialectics of consciousness.

as final synthesis in which there is no antithesis,
beloved one, you unravel this stitching that knits
all the worlds in their endless variety,
and you free mind from its constant labor.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

wit-hout. your love, i could never allow myself to live,
wit-hout. your forgiveness, i would condemn myself to
certain death.

oh meher baba, help me live a life like you live,
full of committment yet free and uncaged by circumstance.

you are freedom absolute,
free of ignorance, habit, conditioning,
free of any limitation whatsoever.

to be your slave is to be absolutely free.
the slave of freedom can only be free.
bind me to you ever tighter in the bond of slavery
that i, your love^slave, be also free as you are.

don't let me waste eternity lost in petty affairs of time,
don't let me squander omnipresence
caught up in ordinary features of local landscapes.

••

help me to live by dying in love,
help me live the divine life of "i am that,'
which embodies wholeness within divided worlds,
which willa victory for both victor and vanquished,
and expresses all-inclusive peace within continuous
conflict.

you livingly demonstrate divine concern for every
detail of creation.

oh love —lighthouse, if i did not know you are here,
i should be insane with worry and terror
at the world's desperate dying.

but knowing your eternal perfection, beloved,
and seeing the ocean of your love in every detail,
i am amazed and freed and comforted

by so serious a love that stops at nothing
in its determination to awaken the heart of mankind,

help me to love you more and more
realize you more and more,
and serve you more and more.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

all of these thoughts that i hang on to
they were real or true^ as if they mi tered,

some lift me up, some press me down,
they all modify and qualify and interpret
and comment and blame and excuse and explain.

viewpoints multiply like bees and ants.
a remark becomes a letter.

® letter becomes a book.
a book becomes an encyclopedia.
®n encyclopedia becomes a library.
the soul, the free and loving soul, becomes
®  struggling to maintain the card catalog.

night mind looks like the cutting room floor
the film factory.

thoughts cover you over
time they reveal you,

to^eo'^ ^visible one giving yourselfdevelopment out of your infinite loveana the sheer endlessness of your play.

gladly i sweep aside everything in mind
®'"der to feast on your bliss, oh indivisible one,

and see in you my own original face before i was born
an ear the applause of your single hand clapping .

eternal perfect beloved

who understands what "one" means?
someone says it's like one cookie or one slice of bread,
ano her says it's like one cycle -- spring, summer, fall,
V? » #

it's like a whole planet,as If viewed from space,
functions and cycles,

er aoys nothing, j^eeping very intense silence.

once i said that "i" is the deepest, most mysterious,
most magical word of all,
but now i say the "one" is that word most profound,
the single-word name of both the nameable and the
unnameable.
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e'ternal perfect, beloved

■the worldly Kind reaembles a gaae of tennis,
flying back and forth froa side to side,
perpetually winning and losing without respite.

real gaming begins when the player attempts
to put the ball over the exact middle of the net,
and real victory is won when the sportsman succeeds
in balancing the ball exactly on the center of the net.

the players disappear, net and court also disappear,
finally the ball itself disappears.
only the inconceivable trophy of absolute oneness remains
to gladden the champion's heart.

eternal perfect beloved

in order to live in absolute freedom and oneness in ypu,
beloved ocean of love,
as an artist of life and love,
i must cultivate the art of dying,
i must drown utterly
to the very end of struggling against helplessness.

every part of me that strives to express itself
still clings to that fabric of opposites
which must unravel thread by thread
until the all-pervading pacific of oneness
closes silently over my head.

eternal perfect beloved

the golden rain of gratefulness falls
out of the all-pervading ocean of oneness
and back into it again, like the river ganges,
just a momentary separation
into appreciator and appreciated.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

you are at the center of the whole
as well as at the center of each Individual thing
and being within the whole,
thus it is said that you are equidistant from all>

in truth there is absolutely no distance
between you and any other,
any sore than there is distance between a dreamejr
and his dream.

Kind comes out of oneness on tour
among the countless fascinations of duality's fancy,
and returns again to oneness
where all accumulated baggage melts away without a trace

the worldly dream creates pockets of space
in the absolute oneness
where worlds of activity play out their imagery,

e a quick flip through the inner channels
Of a personal tv,
while you with infinite patience stand aside in eternity,

oh purity in a world of mixture.
stillness in a world of ceaseless action,

oh silence in a world of amplified noise.

eternal perfect beloved

the silent voice of oneness,
the voice of love inarticulate,
clarifies the claims and protests of personality,
heals the hurts and losses between weak and strong,
and comforts both criminal and victim.

the priceless gift of oneness,
the gift of love indivisible
melts the giver, the gift and the receiver
into a single joy of simultaneous sharing.
this treasure increases when shared.

the everpresent destination of oneness,
the goal of love absolute,
lies at the exact place the traveler now stands,
the moment he seeks out another place,
he returns again to the road, the search, the journey
and the destination slips away.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

at. best, -the world promises temporary happiness
with more or less wild swings between elation
and depression,
you offer eternal bliss.

at best the world promises temporary agreements
among a majority of scholars and scientists,
you offer infinite knowledge.

at best the world promises partial control
of one's affairs within guidelines and due process of l«w,
including rewards and punishments.
you offer infinite power.

but nobody finds you through bliss^ knowledge or power»
beloved.

the only way to you goes through the heart of love
which makes no bargains, keeps no ledgers,
and expects no recompense.

love stands independent and free, unconquerable
and inexhaustable,

never failing to find a way to win over an enemy
and burn up the very seed of conflict.

love's almighty victory arises in the realization,
which marks a human turning toward the divine,
that it is better to be love

than to be happy or right or in charge.

the quality of bliss in love soars far above happiness.
the quality of certainty in love stands unshakeable
in the winds of opinion and theory.
the quality of security in love overpowers
the need to press others into service
or prohibit them from expressing other wills.

you give the gift of love to your lovers,
transforming them from human to divine,
love flies to you, beloved, carrying the lover
in its arms.
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e-bernal perfect beloved

the avatar lives a life that changes
the direction of hunan history
by renewing the life of love on earth.

love awakens from its frozen sleep
within the heart of mankind,
and this divine awakening steams joyfully
through every channel in the entire creation.

of course god comes into his creation,
yet what an unearned and undeserved gift!
* ̂  grasp it, and heart runs overwith wonder that words can't say.
but life must live it.

no customs or habits can hold it.
no silly old man's dusty lios
can bind it in split hairs,

stLvriri^ woman's vegetable fingersstarve it into submission.

ill
and ui own body,o are the world go wide eyed in wonder

but ̂ athir^we'rl istonish^H^
that you should become f man''

ome a man among mankind.

aUf .^ke it°nibirLraU^'K®""
'"f 'iivine°l"vrand humbles all pride.

"d the' St'rItself"
in the face of love's bliss
mind discovers its '
in the

«lnd recognizes its divided Mature
and sees underlying unity m every duality.

huaor Of your light love, oh beloved,
mind enjoys the divine pleasure
of dissolving its own bindings.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

oh poat of reality in the ground of illusion^
only you matter.
the body ia your temple, your home,
feelinga are offeringa of aacrifice, your love,
thoughta are prieata in attendance, your truth.

you aeed conaciouaneaa

in the beyond and beyond beyond states,
which germinate when touched by the question "who am i?'

you aprout through seven stages of evolution
mineral, vegetable and animal,

until you flower aa humanity in reincarnation.

you bear the fruit of infinite power, knowledge and bliss
in the form of yogia, maatera and aaints
on the path of involution
through the aubtle and mental worlds.

finally you return to timeless seed
in your nondual state of immeaaureable potential,
neither alive nor dead,
neither in the world nor yet totally out of it.

oh love, light, law,
negative thoughta and reactions arise from
struggling against your power and authority,
fear protects desires and their dreams of fulfiH*®*^^
which are the raw materials of daily life.

oh paaaionleaa and aggreasionfree,
every person challenges you with his own private test
of your authenticity,
and struggles through the stages of acceptance

denial, bargaining, helplessness
be£ore withering away to dust at your feet.
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eternal perfect beloved

quest for self drives the universe,
ove fuels that engine of consciousness.

in the realm of imagination
®re one poses the question "who am i?"

eelf answers imaginatively "i am all and everything

efter searching for self and longing for self,

th ^ i^inda itself to be you, beloved,"ough the eternal marriage that none can undo.

when I wuaxity aami^B —

® creation disappears into "i am only god s,
before tho

every duality admits its deeper unity

"e the question "who am i?
eated the universe in reply.

are self, having come out from self,
existing within self, , it
"d i^eturning to self without ever really leov g

'"® then recognize each as my self .-^Hection-^ithout false attitudes of acceptance *
®t me see through the disguises of duo ^ each

«nd behold the indivisible reality of oneness

eternal perfect beloved

the projected personality,
that dualistic play of opposites

fields of conflict and resolution,
Coean't find god.
god finds god.

he finds himself.
the will of oneness penetrates every purpose
with its drive toward balance.
the indivisible oneness finds itself.
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eternal perfect beloved

today is today.
yesterday, today was tomorrow.
tomorrow, today will be yesterday.
merely by shifting viewpoints,
today becomes yesterday and tomorrow.
by removing viewpoints, today becomes eternity.

who projects these viewpoints? brahma, the creator,
who maintains these viewpoints? vishnu, the preserver,
who removes these viewpoints? shiva, the dissolver.

who x^emcii.ns Vixichcinged
whether viewpoints are projected or not?
you, beloved all-pervading ocean of oneness,
you, unchangeable screen of reality
on which the mass of viewpoints are projected,
you, avatar, with your divine society of sadgurus,
saliks and majzoobs.

why are viewpoints projected?
in order to answer the goad question of creation
wno oin i 7 "

eternal perfect beloved

you take the threat out of the world
and transform it into the playground of your awakening,
the entire world has no value beyond revealing you.
everything in form and time depends on you,
returns to you, veils your formlessness
in the shapes of love in motion.

oh divine beloved, even the smallest and meanest person
Can imagine a golden mountain.
how easy then for you to imagine worlds.
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eternal pefect beloved

absolute oneness

and the all~pervadin9 ocean of only love»
this is who "i am" really is.

no chains of dualities linked by logic
or by sequence in time
can bind absolute oneness
or anchor the all-pervading ocean of only love

whatever surfaces on this ocean,
whether seemingly good or bad,
the reality behind it is only love.
whatever moral judgment the limited human mind
may place upon public or personal events,
the underlying motivation is only love.

love 1. absolute, beyond opposltes,
the opposite Of hate is craving.
love is oneness.

blessing also has no opposite.

why should anybody cling to the shady humors
of relative merits?
nobody can defend them against the illumination
of your absolute love, oh beloved,
which penetrates through solid earth
as easily as through the air of thought.

you love and bless, but never hate or damn
the expression "god damn it" can never
be anything more than imagined fiction.

out of love comes knowledge,
out of knowledge, power.
out of only love come infinite knowledge and power

eternal perfect beloved

you truly love, love truly both ways.

you give us the excitement, variety, chal enge,
beauty and awakening
of participation in your creation.

and you also in your love
take away the limitations, burdens, trappedness, frustration
and helplessness
of being caught up in your creation.
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eternal perfect beloved

you come among ua aa human
to ahow ua your unapeakable face,
which ia beyond worda and mind.

actually you are alwaya preaent everywhere
whether in your phyaical body or not.
the creation itaelf ia your body
and the continuoua focua of your unaleeping attention.

in reality everyone ia the only-one.

th thing can ever be aeparate from you#tftough everyone experiencea the illuaion of aeparation
it were genuine fact.

Jo" unconacioualy preaent in all creaturea.you are in varioua atatea of becoming conacioua
in human beinga.
yon are fully conacioua in aome few humana.
you live a fully conacioua life in the forma
Of the avatar.

to you, oh godman,

and y®"'' maatere, aainte and lovers,Oil the dualiatic phantoms of your fancy.

eternal perfect beloved

®il the faces of the world

"h ̂  ®eea infinite variety,
heart sees only one face,

of the beloved.

mind prefers the excitement of dancing
a stranger,

heart longs only to embracethe ancient beloved.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

if god answered his question "who an 17"
with only words,
the creation would be no aore than a sound,
a conplex music.

god answers his own question
not only in thought and sound,
but also in solid and moving matter,
mountain and sea, fire and air. '

therefore i must answer my own question "who
not only in thoughts and words
but also in solid and concrete actions in daily 11^®

the real meaning of his words
can only be grasped in everyday action.
where the hands are dictionary
and the feet syntax.
a lived eord beere weight the rest won't.

eternal perfect beloved

the rhythm, melody and dance of doubles and halves
cover you over with their lov,.
in all three worlds and all

w ail six senses.

but you can't reallv Kc ^•
into courtship or

these are only your theater'of playful a.use.ents.
when a spring breeze shifts ...j
through flowering li.p^ ^ "wys
who could Laglne a 1100^90.®? gteeia®!" ves ,
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

you reveal V'^ureelf individually in every being*
though only the awakening human notices you.

you awaken yourself in every human being*
first in the confusion of seeing your beauty
in the creation*
and searching for you out there*
then in the conviction of recognizing your truth
in one's own consciousness*
and seeking within for proof of your existence.

you surprise us all* beloved*
by showing yourself in love.
then we catch sight of you in our own heart*
and begin to cultivate your companionship,
what an amazing companion you are*
so shy to begin with* and so bold in the endt

at first it seems to the lover that he is playing
with an image of himself in a mirror,
then he begins to suspect that the mirror image
is more real than himself.

then he discovers that he himself is that mirror image.

finally he sees that you* beloved* are the reality
which in his innocence he has been mirroring.
then you* eternal all-pervading* you remove the mirror.

eternal perfect beloved

oh well of renewal in a war torn world*
your oneness binds both friends and enemies,
you are the unity everywhere present*
even in the most raw and dire conflict.

like radio waves* who could know you
without the right receiver?
neither agreement nor disagreement can reach you
in your silent and wall-free citadel beyond opposites
in the blissful realm of reality.
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sternal perfect beloved

oh abaolute vacuum of all-pervading ocean,
the entire creation diaappeare into you
as if into a so-called black hole,
like a dreamer awakening to the light o£ day.

indivisible one without another,
you project creation's fantastic play of" faces
in an illusion of space and time
by pretending to divide yourself
into the dualities of everyday life.

It •n" .ffectin fields of success and failure,
while you who are the unity within every duality
reside equally in failure as in succees.

beloved

where divided .i„d lets feU^?he®oxe!"^

^nd^flooL°the^entire^® kind's narrow banksentire consciousness with grace.

we don't mourn our losses.
flood again, beloved, and'sweep away
every antique and dilapidated reminder of wind's distress

eternal perfect beloved

oh water of oneneaa fK.i.
in a single wav2!
ultimate love is union in indivisible divinity
where every opposite melts into its Lte
and disappears in the nr... *ate
none Dunishment «« oneness of only love,gone puni.h.,„t. gone epproval. gone longing.
oh man, you think there'« .... — ih
because you perceive tU wrong in the world
such attitudes are the ®°»®thin9 is very right,
in the field of releti,^:^ «J""-"
every word is a half-truth.

the entire creation expresses self

"tt '='®«tlve expreasion.where no half truth can survive.
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•Vernal perfect beloved

you are the oneneae only love
that ahlnea without ahadow.
Illuminating every nook and cranny of creation, i!
every aurprlae twlat of the world'a root |'
and every ahade of Ita flower. >1

In your tower like a llghthouae
you ahlne Into every furtheat corner of creation,
dazzling ua aa you reflect on the apllntered aharda
of mirror that make up mind'a thought.

i;

you enter the heart like aunllght
auddenly atreamlng through a hole In the cloud cover,
you renew everything In a morning of warm color,
old dreama fade from memory aa real day beglna.

oh dawn of love In the grey heart of mankindt
your light eaally penetratea every hiding place,
caatlng recognition everywhere.

oh aprlngtlme of divine longing,
you bring eternal newneee which never agea
ancient and brand new In one, '
aeed and fruit In one.

no matter how often you vlalt earth,
oh ancient one, you're always brand new.waa «aaa%.A^aaw p yWU OXWayS Orand DOW a

you fuse the old and new Into one that renews each thing
all the way back to Its source In you.

eternal perfect beloved

the light of oneness caata no shadow,
neither within the mountain nor under the tree.

no enemy finds cover.
no deceptive appearance performs Ita magic,
no garments create false mysteries,
no night falls nor winter settles In.
no cloud comes between.

no horizon cuts across the face of time
with Its cycles of waiting for beginnings and ends.
never does It dawn, nor does it ever set.

this light of love,
absolutely unclouded purity brighter than any jewel,
sparks every Illumination In existence.

oh divine love, dazzled by your brilliance
we drop our eyes and risk adventures In darkness.
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•ternal perfect beloved

the world with all ita tools and toys^
Mind with all its judgments and comparlsone,
emotions with all their power and paasion,
alas, beloved, they are all bits of dream stuff.

only you persist beyond the awakening of love,
you are made of love stuff
from beyond the range of mind's constant divorce
and emotion's continual reverse.

to iove the worldas your own personal game,
the tool of your imagination.

you say, love me, love my dreamt
u  on t be fooled into taking it for real,
a a rue sufi -- in the dream but not of it.

eternal perfect beloved

even the slightest stirring of the all-pervading ocean
whips up the bubbles of aphrodite's beauty
and oneness is lost in desire.

in^'iSL^J loveliness arise
that cantu^"' ^o"9ing and this thrill of beautytnat captures one's favor.

like^ihif^^*^^*^® creation shift and flowlike whitecaps on ocean waves.

eternal perfect beloved

'hopely branches.

stMrf ° handle on the oceansteers a ship in it. progress
from the near shore of manyness
to the far shore of oneness.

am i journey beyond ocean,
i carry a single one on my shoulder,
the oar of only love, '
which winnows seed from chaff
on the breath of the mountain.
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eternal perfect beloved

the whole of life diatracta the pilgrim
on the way to divinity.
every focua of attention other than god
hidea god ert, acience* religion, buaineaa, family.

the pilgrim travela from hiding place to hiding place,
firat aa numeroua aa rain dropa,
then leaa numeroua and deeper
like atreama of attention
moving in apecific directiona.

dlatractiona themaelvea carry the pilgrim
toward the goal aa attention growa deeper
and gaina momentum,
they hide the goal,

they alao provide the vehicle for finding it.

the pilgrim aweepa along in a few great rivera
deatined to waah hia eyea in wavea of revelation

^*^®y ®nter the all-pervading ocean of oneness
where no distraction exists.

the very hiding places of god prove to be
his picaresque theater of revelation.

eternal perfect beloved

® morning of mankind dawns in your dream,
which ia the world's everyday reality,
the alarm clock rings in rifle shots, rockets
and the rage of car bombs on crowded streets.

startled and disoriented

mankind fumbles for the off button.
the first beams of morning sun
penetrate cracks between drawn curtains
and touch the wall with nearly painful brightfulness.

oh beloved awakener, you create this clock
to insure that we not miss the morning,
and you are yourself the off button we fumble for.

we struggle against the weight of sleep,
inviting sunlight into the swarm of fragments
and half-forgotten fantasies in our brains.

by your grace, beloved, we awaken
and flex in the cool enthusiasm
of morning mind on a day of freedom.
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®ternal perfect beloved

you author every dra»a» no natter whether tragic or conic,
which plays in the theater of space and tine,
anri «_i.and you act every rfile yourself,
you observe the perfornance through tears and laughter,
and applaud or boo as you wish.

you write reviews and interpret the text
in learned journals.
nuch to my surprise i learn that all dranas,
espite their enormous variety,
have the sane theme
and could as well have the same name, mHq an i?

of plays deals exhaustively
w th the discovery or rather development of the theater

group examines the full range

productions,
-  *^9 generous use of every capability

Offered by the theeter.

th^ group goes backstage to expose
and workings of the theater,dismantle it so to speak right down
°  ts first laid cornerstone.

eternal perfect beloved

3°"^®y®"<^~*ind who divide yourself on the edge of mind
u  +1.^^ hear yourself

® apace-time image of mind's mirror,y u watch the parade of yourself moving
o  he cadence of cause and effect.

VQu iove to take up arms on both sides./ u Sing and dance the world's entertainment everywhere
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•t.ernal per£oct. beloved

you give ua the gift of aeeing you
in your indeacribable aiaplicity ij
beyond the bordera of aind» f
and knowing you in your inexhauatable complexity !!
within the continuoualy falling apart realm i
of aind'a creativity.

nothing can be added to or aubtracted from
your unthinkable aiaplicity.
•nything and everything can be added to
and aubtracted from your faacinating complexity
of creative activity.

not even ao much aa a ahadow of daily life exieta
in your pure, undivided oneneaa,
but your infinite love allowa ua to divide you
into our countleaa deairee and aatiafactiona
and our innumerable feara and aufferinga.

in that playful apace,
which ie after all an illuaion
a  maya foola ua into accepting aa aolemn reality,

pleaae allow me to give you a gift in return:
live the truth of your loving aimplicity

at all timea.
even while waxing and waning with maya
in the aeductiona of everyday illuaion.

to aee you meana nothing if i can't alao pleaae you
by inviting you to participate
in every activity of my day.

©ternal perfect beloved

from bedrock reality in the oneneaa of only love
i'®^''®nte of radiant eternity caacade
into the ehadowfree heart,
and further flow into the phyaical world
through the abdomen nurtured in love'a diacipline.

juat aa reality'a divine oneneaa cannot be divided,
ao illuaion'a apparent manyneaa
cannot really be divided.

love wills to live the life of indiviaibility.
love thrivea on indivisible truth,
love lovea the indivisible.
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eternal perfect beloved

the colorful weavings of oppositea
drape over your real for*
like the clothes of an emperor.

you are the very first to point out and Insist
that you are in fact naked.
despite the shocked face of our protests,
we continue to appreciate the details
of fine weaving and tailoring.

what stunning mountains and fruitful valleys!
wnat gorgeous dawns arise out of star black night!

®y®P^oriies of speech and song!
®®loved, even a child rejoices in the beauty

and functioning of your imperial garments.

only profound foolishness, then,
can accept your senseless words,

a  a bolt of sudden wonder
o see the truth of your indescribable nakedness!

constantly clothing you with my eyes
while you laid aside every new suit with loving patience
®n invited me to look directly at you.
meanwhile i clothed myself also
With odds and ends left over from your fabrics.

i saw your nakedness

i  timei gi9gled with true Innocence.

i«»easureable light of oneness
°  ® the costumes of three worlds,

each costume is tailored from fabrics
woven of conscious and unconscious threads.

dazzling suits in public

von IT the admiring eyes of everyone,y u also plant those few among the crowds
who scandalize everyone by insisting
that you are naked.

fashion parades in fancy cuts and colors.
all are dressed in unreal garments
which hide the essential truth of selfhood.
only the true emperor is naked
without a stitch of fashion to hide behind.
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e-beirnal perfect beloved

all is you,
even these thoughts
projected on the screen of consciousness,
you cannot be hidden anywhere
because you are the hiding place and the disguise as well

since you set your footprint on ay heart
i am contented seeing you and longing to see you.
both have their characteristic sweetness,
longing is another of your many disguises.

since your inner appearance dawned in my consciousness,
knowl.dg.«bl. in the .be'e of your divine lanouaae

which fits so poorly into human words,
your simplicity evades human meaning.

absolute one-and-only-one
with whom there is no other to compare,
suppose we compare Christ with krishna
or buddha with muhammad?
your bodies are all made of comparisons
but your love remains untouched
by shifts of time and place.

how can i choose, beloved, when your song
enchants me equally in arable, Sanskrit and greek?
oh thanksgiving heart, welcome the singer of silences.

eternal perfect beloved

morning concert on the city street
vehicles accelerate glissando through the gears.
horn Jazz cuts to the bone of silence.

your silence is not the silence which mind knows
when it pushes away all sound,
yours is original and ever unbroken,
the silence which mind experiences only in deep sleen
all sounds which arise in you «ieep,
are in fact only variations of silence.

compared to your silence, your sound,
which is the sound of all worlds taken together
amounts to less than a pin~drop. '

above the teachings of the prophets
and the singing of the angels
in the stillness of impeccable bliss,
you seal the whispering lips of mind
with the kiss of unthinkable silence.
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n(»''r
oternal perfect beloved

you reveal your presence by a silence
so deep and profound as never to be broken,
never a hint or echo or even a shadow of sound
ever enters the mountain of solid rock silence
to which the worlds cling like shallow caves.

no tools or techniques of noisy busy mind
can chew or chop their way into your silence,
no beas of curiosity can shine in there.
o stone tossed into your silence

everjj^ reports contact with the bottom,
sooner the stone itself dries up
AiKe a drop in the sun than it find bottom
in your unlimited sky of silence.

asking to see you is like asking to hear silence,

for silence waits with infinite patience
and ? speech, listening to every word,
the «?« bsloved, only your silence speaks,
•nd -ylloble
thaf <*■ i. message is your silencestruggles against in its short life.

you announce your arrival by a living silence
from in every sound in existence

.to Tk V ~ creation and the ah of sustenance
vLr dissolution.e ernal silence, beloved, can only be lived.

eternal perfect beloved
the moment one speaks,
a veil of fantasy falls over truth.

the .erpent'a,

effect,ng oneness behind a screen of flashy contrasts.

sll-pervading beloved,be assembled or taken opart
into befores and afters, edges and middles,
or any other partially exclusive concepts.

you are as big as silence and as small as sound.
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et.ex>nal perfect, beloved

In bhe alienee beyond every distraction
of man and machine^
you call your lovers with a song.

those who hear you^ sit in rapt chara
like the fully absorbed face of lord buddha.
in this everpresent silence
•■ttention moves behind mind's temporary meanings^

from the incoming deliveries of sensual information,
such a subtle melody krishna summons his gopis«

your immeasureable silence, like dreamless sleep,
reveals the face of reality itself,
at once unspeakably empty
while at the same time the source, cradle
and inescapable participant in all fullness.

oh beloved, see that!
even .the concept of silence
doesn't describe you properly

duality of silence and sound,your real face lies in unity beyond all duality.
we might as well search for you

the squeals of children at play
or the whistling rumble of landing airplanes,
you clothe yourself there too
in your inescapable omnipresence,
but your real form, your naked beauty,
is the shape of undisturbed silence.

®'t.ernal perfect beloved

everything lies within you
and you are found everywhere,
yet you have no size at all.

spins out of every creature
according to its own dimensions
so convincing and solid
that the mouse can't imagine
where the bird goes in winter,
and the farmer wonders
over the astronomer's numbers.
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•t.ernol perfect beloved

oh light without ehadow,
when i f.''r8t heard that you would coae to earth
in a for* that casts no shadow,
ny sind was baffled and i imagined you
appearing in some kind of transparent glass hody
that allows light to stream through.

now, by your grace, i meet you
end discover that your human body,

above the ordinary

caff light,a shadow just like other human bodies.

but the light you bring,
ahines in your face,

th« xi y®"*' words and gestures,
thi« pours from your forehead and crown,this light casts no shadow.

they oass^th ^^^® ahadows.
penetrating '^®"*®at substance,g and illuminating the darkest shade.

bv ®® long ago promisedby buddha, by Christ, by muhammad!
oh incomparable one,
no .h.dow rewln. In your brllUnnc.

eternal perfect beloved

from^evonv^+x?^"®" ahines without shadow
M^arrtL « ® *"^"9 creation,

creation «oate

fro. the breast of

nind can come to the beach
but cannot swim in the ocean «<■
one drop swallows the o!?? oneness.Cf alnd?. creation! """"

yon In beauty and griefwithout recognizing the net of conditionings
thst deterslnes their cause and effect bondage.
all creation floats in your heart
like planets in space.
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at.ernal perfect, beloved

who am 1 to put ay foot down
on one aide or another of an obvious duality^
or take ay etand on good or bad
when in fact all are you?

i auat project a point of Judgment in the fantasy
o£ being separate,
then whatever unveils ay closeness to you is good
end whatever supports ay fantasy of separation is bad*

you live your life through every sentient being*
what's good for every being is good for you*

oh beloved, in the ayths of india you are an ocean
of purest mother's milk*
e drop of your ambrosial ocean
ii^ta the lover to immortality.

your ocean on mankind, beloved,
and break the spell of separation,
all the world's oceans taste bitter with the salt

tears shed for false values
and loveless conventions.

ss beautiful as buddha, as loving as Christ,
playful as krishna and courageous as ran,

ss intelligent as zarathustra, as noble as nuhannad,
oh beloved, no flattery touches your heart*

only t>y pleasing you in the way i live my daily lif©
1 snter your company, embrace you and melt in lovei

eternal perfect beloved

you are the point the pendulum of breath hangs from
ss it swings back snd forth
in aresponse to the push and pull of duality*

^y the power of your imagination
you fashion the entire creation
"om nothing other than only love*

you bestow blessings in the ocean
whose still water purifies itself
in appay.^yj.^ waves, tides and currents of only love*
y®" bind them and free them in drops and floods*

you Just put your hands together palm to palm
and si^ three worlds drown in the total vacuum
of absolute oneness in the ocean of only love*
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perfect beloved

i'* an illusion,
you are real.
no escape froa illusion for ae.
every me can be no aore than a shadow of you,
all-pervading ocean of only love.

dualities, contrasts, separations ore swallowed up

vrtii ®^^^ivisible oneness of only love,
hi I beloved.
far evaporates in your alaighty truth,®  ntiaate than aarriage or the physical embrace.

In li^V^ illusion', r.gged p.rts,
we dll« profusion of our imagination
SB ^ divorces, other lovers and beloveds.
lovor.®K^® dreaa the worlds and the laws which move them.

beloved,both disappear in love.

l«t l.Lt! ! °"® living It.
l.t interfere with reelity.y 11^® exactly as you live it.

eternal perfect beloved

iy'be^utrlerJee"®
'wh^J" • Pnaner-bJ Ly".."" ''°"'your r^tr^Hch l"^d:epel"^p^:r
like the neet of . ...n fragile bird.
happy am i to be a Dar+
through the season of foliaoe"' k k iond happy am i to send mj Ufl
«t the end of thie nnnnZ
»nd drop .y dry re.ains ai duet et your feet.
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e'ternal perfect, beloved

your power Is so great that you can kill aa dead
even wlt.h -the tiny tap tap of valvea
in the heating systen.
they make me crazy with frustration.
ay concentration leaks away in vain atrugglea
i"® locate and remove the source of diatuvbance.

day after day i trace pipea in the yalla,
following the sound through the ayatea in the cellar
only to get lost in dead ends.
^  ay ears with wax. it doesn't help.
1 press thea with ay palms.

let the system chatter its stupid meaaage.
* n conquered, left to die on the battlefield

_  -» r — w*. bliaox moving you and submitting to your will

^'ooms in the apartment don't suffer this sound,
ii- i-®P only in that placewhere i to contemplate your beauty,  * your beauty

whv into the enjoyment of your company?wny do you send this irritation against our intimacy?

®^,^®^oved, don't hide behind these clicks
4b* quickly.

® hotter to die and find youthan to live in frustrated longing,

o^o^'nal perfect beloved

»e out of these stupidities
that pull my mind like dough on the baker's table.
® little sugar makes cake,
® little salt mokes bread.

how long can these pastries
make themselves look interesting?

eternal perfect beloved

my skull and let all the birds of opinion
*ly away in flocks like pillars of smoke.

let even the empty cage of skull fly too.
leave nothing behind but brilliant oneness
that caets no shadow.
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eternal perfect, beloved

I'b bhe blggeat hypocrlbe In bhe world,
^^•cauee beyond a ahadow of doubt, everything la you,
and only you really exlat.

meanwhile I'm pretending to be me
acting a rdle In your dream of creation.
It'a a wonderful part, beloved,
playing your devotee, lover and alave.
but In reality It'a a sham and hypocrisy
for which 1 deserve atrlct reprimand
and reminder that really nobody and nothing
can be anything other than you.

absolutely Indivisible one,
pj^event me from building false walla for and against
thla Illusion of preferlng the beautiful to the ugly,
the clever to the dull.

oh beloved, you are equally In all.
what meaningless hypocrisy then to accept the Important
and reject the trivial.
no matter what number 1 dial, you pick up the phone

reply according to the whim of your creative play.

eternal perfect beloved

when 1 express love for you.
It's really you loving yourself
to whatever degree I'm present,
I'm a hindrance to your love.

1 require to be flushed away
like filth clogging a pipe,
your caustic love dissolves me.
It pushes me out of the way
like a plumber's snake
so that your love flows freely.

one thing Is clear,
love must eliminate me.
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et.ernal perfect beloved

■ ^ t u ̂
eaperor xerxea punished the ocean with whips.
i keep striking myself with hidden aggreasion . .,i
OS if i could beat ay heart into love.

't

holding on to the real you is more difficult
than standing on a pyramid of ice
which rises up to a peak ^
and disappears into reality.

i don't blame and praise
but rather my conditioned mind does those things,
it walks on a carpet of comparisons.

all thoughts are my thoughts,
not just good thoughts, saintly thoughts, pretty thoughts.
also all thoughts are not mine,
not oven the good, saintly, pretty ones.
no thoughts touch who i really am. .

the thread of your love guides me
out of the hall of mirrors,

judgment falls away.
both positive and negative lead to you
who are beyond them.

first priority must be to hold on to you
in thought, word and deed at all times,
sink my feet onto the ground, oh beloved,
and make every step whole and indivisible,
forgive me this for-and-against mind.

I  ' j <.»

n '1 i ■ '

eternal perfect beloved

a brain like scissors and a heart like glue,
no matter how much i cut and paste
i never manage to pretty up my sense of inadequacy
within this open-eyed dream.

i'm like a goldfish in a small bowl,
the glass looks just like water,
but somehow i can swim no further.

you watch me with your eye like air everywhere,
you are only love.
all my loveless fantasy misses you completely.
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eternal perfect beloved

little leagined acts of aggression
in nind like bubbles of poic ""n gas

percolating through a polluted landfill
under an innocent and'well—nanicured landscape.

the beloved experiences insults as well as praise,
i hold my thoughts not too loose and not too tight,
the way a jockey holds the reins of a spirited horse,
i could write a fat book of apologies
illustrated by engravings of deep embarassment.
the beloved promises to bless me even if i curse him.
my heart cannot help but melt in such love.

i welcome any excuse for remembering you, beloved,
whether flattering or critical,
trusting that you much better than i
remain unseduced by the mind's passion
for contraries and contradictions.

forgive my little aggressions
which break into consciousness like a wind of foul gas
from undigested matter moving through the gut.
they make meaningless little noises as they pollute
the space of consciousness for a regrettable moment,
but they signify nothing.

let me feast on your beauty with both eyes,
and take in your cool wisdom through both ears.
oh beloved, let me hold you tight in the hug of both arms.

eternal perfect beloved

my mind says wooing words, like a suitor,
and sometimes without warning it says hate words
which knock my heart down like a felled tree
and leave me wrestling for dear life.

love wins, love always wins.
the inseparable union of love
makes liking and hating relevant.
without love, no polished floor appears
for the dances of cheek to cheek or fist to fist.
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et.e]rnal perfect, beloved

1 call on your forgiveness again and again
as my rude conditioning continues to assert itself
with mockery» violence and insult.

i. reach out my arms to hug you, instead i hit you.
i begin with praise and end with insult,
i burn with shame, wanting only to kiss and please you.

what can you find to love in me,
oh pacific of loving truth?

the honesty of my call for rescue
i drown in an ocean full of waves

that i myself create.

my resistance, like the panic of a drowning swimmer,
threatens to sink me in a chaos of arms and screams
broken only by pleading curses.

bring this secret robot out of hiding, beloved,
with his program for torturing my heart.
l®t him sink by the weight of his machinery
and drown in his own waves,

without him, i float like vishnu
in the still ocean of only love.

eternal perfect beloved

remove every desire from me,

especially those in mind that entangle me in anger,
those in body that suck me into lust.

if for some diabolical reason desire must remain,
let it be only the desire to please you.

you are the king of myself,
while mind is only the prime minister,
and body the chief of the armed forces.
let there be no confusion about who's in charge.
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eternal per^'ect beloved

curses pop into consciousness like gas bubbles.
sewer smells shock paradise.
old angers snake across the path.

help me bring this Junk out £rom under the rug,
help me find t-he unity in praising and cursing
that drains away desire and fear.

in reality curses are the same as praises,
Just devices and vehicles for remembering you.
am i cursing at the bartender
b®cause he won't give me any more to drink?

no one can deny that i'm already drunk,
i'm content with this drunkenness,
i stumble over mounds of dirt
which 1 swept under the rug in times past.

eternal perfect beloved

when i raise the glass of love to my lips
i'm never sure whether the wine
will be bitter or sweet.

wine embittered by lust makes me just as crazy
as any ordinary wino sleeping in an empty doorway.

wine sweetened by a drop of the ocean
makes me guest of honor and the host's best friend

eternal perfect beloved

those who will arrest you
must catch the four horizons

and bind them in one.

those who will interrogate you
must climb the highest heavenly root
of the tree whose leaves cover earth.

those who will Judge you

must woo and marry you in silence,

and eonsumate the merger in deepest sleep,
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et.ernal perfect, beloved !
i

1 was losing touch with gratitude^ <
falling Into carelessness,
and a kind of disappointment In certain knowing-

but knowing Is only the skin of the fruit,
only the shell of the nut,
while gratitude Is the meat and juice within.

a cocky boy says rude and mocking words
In the privacy of our Inner companionship, beloved,
like a suitor's little brother hanging around
the sublime excitement of our breathless meeting-

my heart sings a hymn to the little boy
whose life exploded In a rain of bombs-
he remembers war panic and he's still afraid-

oh beloved ocean of only love.
It's so difficult to see love In bombs
or make sense out of the kicks of their concussion.
the world simply bombs Its way Into domination
and little boys go up In smoke.

eternal perfect beloved

obviously there's a film festival In the theater,
and I'm shown moments of great variety
from melodramas and crazy parodles-
1 have to pay for the ticket with my life.

Instead 1 walk along the qual
where the rich moor their boats,
and listen for the sea's Invitation.

oh beloved all-pervading ocean,
you're not amused by these cartoons either.
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e-ternal perfect beloved

i can't win with ne!
when i have a desire
and you don't give ae what i want,
i get frustrated with you.
when you give me what i want,
^ get frustrated at ayself for having desires.

in both cases, when i come to sit in love with you,
heart clouds over and attention sticks there.

i were not an obstacle in my own way,
i would be grateful
^oth when you deny me and when you indulge me.

in the first case you're wiping away sanskaras,
and in the second you're giving me a longed-for gift

oh beloved all-pervading ocean of only love,
create that soon i get out of my own way.
drive this dog out of the christchild's manger.

eternal perfect beloved

i call things real that are not real,
and i treasure worthless falsities.
fits of doubt and jealousy make me crazy.
you doctor my insanity with the medicine of oneness

i try to help you treat me,
but my mad behavior gets in your way
and makes it more difficult.

you have to wait until i tire
or give some kind of opening you can step into.

a single drop of medicine snaps me out of it.
and there i stand in my embarrassment,
my old self again laughing foolishly,
full of apology and gratitude.

potent medicine, beloved doctor of wholeness,
brings instant health to the madness of hell.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

the world like a hungry tiger
eat., me without apology or remorse.

the driver who parks his car on my face eats me.
the neighbor's aggressive children eat me.
the confounded bicycle that won't work eats. me.
they chew on me with calm and expressionless eyes.

somewhere in my heart i find a new flank#
a juicy thigh to throw to the fanged clamp
of the world's jaw.

when i was a boy playing guns#
i counted ten and came alive again,
now as an adult playing tigerworld#
i count one# or perhaps count one ten times#
in honor of the tiger's appetite.

actually i' n eating my own leg.
I'm like the toothless old dog who gums a dry bone
until finally it becomes tasty from his own blood.

the tiger leaps out of me with a roar of frustration
and disappears silently into you# beloved#
without leaving a trace. Hned
i count on you to swallow the yellow and black s r p
phantom of cars and bikes and kids
in the omniverous oneness of your indivisible rea y*

eternal perfect beloved

how can i be so foolish as to fall
for your disguise of opposites#
mistaking your shadow for you?
i boil with anger when my friend overpowers me#
and i freeze with icy heart when my enemy embraces me.

i struggle to free myself
like a dolphin caught in a tuna net#
but only become more entangled#
until you# beloved# dissolve the net
in the universal solvent of your love.
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et.emal perfect, beloved

^he world doesn't, always play wlbh ae
when I'm ready t.o play
and ay hands go out. In vain,
soaetiaes when i'a far froa gaaes
1 discover that you aause yourself in play with ae.
your hand never goes in vain.

the flavor of your play, beloved,
sweetens the entire ocean
and cannot be coapared with predictable candies
which soon becoae too auch.

i saw a collection of playboy nudes today
all deftly air-brushed
and packaged like expensive chocolates,
body streaas toward that Magnetic nakedness
which conceives the race.

today ay wife went out
end i snuggled with the odea of ruai instead,
discovering only on the last page
that today is ruai's "wedding night."

your nakedness, beloved, appeals to purity of heart
the way the sun lifts vapors up to pristine clouds
froa which life-giving rains spring.

ruai says that language is like a tailor shop
where nothing fits.
i say that your play reainds ae of a tube sock,
one size fits all.

eternal perfect beloved

aaya pinches ae between the tools of aan and woaan
every direction i turn brings ae face to face
with another bar in duality's narrow cage.

you hide behind the fastaoving screen of fantasy,
i reaeaber and forget you countless tiaes a ainute.

you sit on ay neck like a rock,
you are the entire ocean.
surely you can dribble a single drop on ae.
ay head opens like a barnacle.
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eternal perfect, beloved

do not cling 'lo any opposite, you say.
cling only to the daasan of the godsan
which ia the hea of indivisible truth, love and bliss.

neither euffering nor pleasure are whole,
ultimately both disappear into undivided oneness,
why live life with the goal of sinisizing one
and maximizing the other?

the very nature of the world is conflict,
its very eaaence ia division, separation.

peace, then, lies beyond the created world.

unity underlies every duality in existence,
so plentiful, ao everywhere and omnipresent
aa to form an ocean of unities throughout the creation.

oh beloved ocean, drown my contradictions
in your everlasting oneness.
in every moment of time's imagined movement,
let me eternally live
the al 1-pervading ocean of only love.

eternal perfect beloved

.. 'rf
come back to reality, you say.
climb out of the mud of misunderstanding
that graapa the feet and sucks them even deeper
into endleaa defense and accusation.
grab the daaman overhead.

■t-he moment i touch the hem of the master's garment
the swamp becomes a river with firm banks
carpeted in the soft grass of his love
and warmed by truth.

i clean my feet in the stream,
waah my legs, scrub my clothes.
i lay back on the meadow and dry out in the sunshine,
enjoying the aong of water
winding ita way back to all-pervading oneness,
back to the indivisible truth of only love.

i sweep into you the way floodwaters
surge down a riverbed and disappear
into the ocean when a dam breaks.
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e-bernal perfect beloved

1 an a manifestation of your manifestation,
your creative life in form must unfold

through every detail in creation.

frightened, i hold back your full manly expression
while the apprentice becomes journeyman
and takes up the tools of mastery.
he trys their weight, tests their fit in the hand,
and perceives the purpose of each,
marveling at their potential for accomplishment.

who will do this if you don't and if i don't?
who are we waiting for?
we waited for you, kept vigil for you,
watched our calendars like clocks.

you came to teach the ways of duality.
you came to establish the majesty of divine rule.
you came to transform work and action into love.
you came to enlighten those overwhelmed by karma.
you came to give love to the loveless.
you came to give law to the lawless.

we wait for ourselves,
holding our inadequacy out in front of us
like some stinking chicken gut we can't let go of,
counting on you to take it away.

now you arrive in order to awaken sleeping mankind
from its dream of false awakeness.
the light of real apocalpyse dawns every day
in our awakening a bit more today than yesterday.

in this love-fractal of a world

the pattern of a single day gives the model
for a year, for a lifetime,
and for the whole cycle of a soul
out from god and back to god.
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et.e3rnal perfAct. b«loved
r ^n - '

?}i" 'wi.t.hout, your- love, 1 would only lie
on t.he gz-ound of youi creation - » ' a y-j ' /
like e dried root without life.
1 could never find ay way to the trees
that hloaaoaa aa the oak of your sturdy body,
the fragrant rose of your heart,
and the laurel of your luminous nind.

heart overflows with gratefulness,
filling the sky with a rain of sweet tears,
you dissolve the planetary hardness
of ay devotion to ego's choices,
you open the sky and pour kindness.

a single seed unfurls gardens of differences.
It blossoms In space without latitude or longitude,
and harvests In time without past or future.

the Integrity of divine oneness
appears to divide hundreds, thousands, millions,
an Infinite number of times.
oh truth of Indivisibility, you remain always only love.

In reality love has no opposite.
In Illusion love's opposite is manyness
experienced as separation and indifference.

the joy of your love runs through my veins as life itself,
without It 1 would die.
only love melts bindings out of mind and sets life free.

clear out every cloud and shadow
from the heart of love for you.
let no darkness hide in your brilliance.
let no clouds form in the unlimited sky of your love.

you love me more than i can love myself
and 1 must respond to love with love.
1 can't help asking you for more.

>*© greed and lust only for more love.
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et^ernal perfect, beloved

a golden rain of grat.lt.ude falls into ay heart,
watering seeds of love.
they cone alive, awakening a longing
to live a life of love in thought, word and action.

living love means not getting discombobulated
in any deadend duality as if it were real,
living love means stepping over all lines
of false challenge,
giving all to please the beloved.

living the union of dualities in the indivisible one
requires total extinction in self,
complete surrender of false individuality
to the one real individual,
total sacrifice of the temporary to the eternal.

some part of me protests and takes distance
with a violent gesture
which creates no among the rushes of ves.

love dissolves bindings in mind,
when anger flows into the heart,
it becomes compassion.
when aggression flows into the heart,
it becomes the urge to give comfort.

the moment pride enters in,
even virtues become karmic burdens.
only love cuts through the protests of "me too!"
love itself is the beloved.

eternal perfect beloved

i throw myself into the ocean of oneness
and merge in the beyond words of unity.

my pen becomes the universal heart
writing love on all the imagined walls in creation.

not even a speck of dust remains
to testify where they stood.
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eternal perfect beloved

thoughts pass dreamily by
like fish swimming through a tropical aea
or like a visit to an aquarium
where the same fish circle around

in one's field of vision.

when i go home, i don't take the fish with me.
nor do i assert that this is my aquarium,
end these my fish.

mind, beloved one, like the sea of space,
swims with stars and planets,
yo" touch and penetrate all creatures
exactly the way water surrounds
And flows through sea creatures.

vast human oceans loom no larger for you
than a fishbowl on the corner of your desk,
Just OS giant stars appear to humans
A® mere pinpoints of twinkling light.

in reality you have no size.
whoever says that you're vast is right
but lost far away in your endless imagination.
whoever says you're minuter than a quark is right too
but equally lost.

in reality one step completes the road to you.
a second step brings one to the outermost reaches
of wailing and teeth-gnashing in darkness.

eternal perfect beloved

you turn the key of love that unlocks the heart,
throwing it open to the warmth of seven shining suns,
some say the heart bursts,

some say it melts.

when the beloved joins the lover,
longing ceases and the heart overflows,
flooding the entire creation
with the all-pervading ocean of only love.
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eternal perfect beloved

let words of only love flow^
beloved all^pervading ocean of only love#
like rain-bearing clouds
which blow over dry land delivering life damp,
your world withers without you.

words draw us into ignorance#
giving the ispression that you are absent
end aust be carried in froa elsewhere.
in truth the ocean is everywhere#
like juice in an apple.

just give us eyes to see the clouds of love
blowing across the omnipresent beach
of all-pervading ocean.
let us taste the sweetness of your grace,

beloved# our thirst grows acute#
like a man beside a well without a rope or pail

eternal perfect beloved

oh unbegun and never-ending one#
a niagara of love pours into my heart.
the unity of your love frees my head of shadow.

ultimate knowledge is the science of oneness#
where every duality admits its deeper unity
and evaporates in your nuclear fusion.

wherever love flows# it reaches you.
suffering and joy come together
in the unity of cause and effect.
wherever you go, you step on yourself
and move through yourself like a blast of wind.

imagination displays the creation in consciousness
through the om point of indivisible oneness,
you self-create# self-perpetuate
and self-destruct simultaneously.
light devours darkness while darkness feeds on light.
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sternal perfect beloved

here you are in your unspeakable indivirlbility.
bow can i ignore you and amuse myself
with the rising and falling of imagination?
i can't erase the features of reality from my heart,
beloved, nor be satisfied with appearances,
no matter how shapely or glamorous.

thoughts fly through the mind
like birds in flocks moving together.
feelings swim through like fish in schools.

media images stuff the mind fat on party snacks
that reenter consciousness in moments of quietude
like onion burps, cucumber belches
and sudden cola burns in the nose.

despite streams of pollution in consciousness,
nothing can pollute the real ocean.
the oneness of only love runs through even the garbage.

the surface of a lake reflects

the passage of the sun and moon and stars,
as well as every cloud which drifts overhead,
but the all-pervading ocean of oneness
has no surface, no reflection.

dream garbage disappears in awakening. ^

eternal perfect beloved

indivisible oneness enters into duality
in order to catch our attention
and draw it out of its limitations,
first into the all-pervading ocean of only love
and finally into the very heart of the beloved.

only love lifts the heart over the head
where ultimate truth resides in the beyond
and beyond beyond states of the divine beloved.

without your love, oh compassionate one,
we could never shift attention or lift solutions

out of the massive chaos of three dual worlds.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

duality provides a window on unity,
a place where unity in its infinite oneness
can be observed and appreciated
through the endless play of its infinite variety.

by itself unity cannot be seen
any more than the eye can see itself,
but in the infinite abundance of opposites
which appear to arise from unity
and barely clothe its oneness
in varieties of contrasts,
oneness can be perceived and enjoyed
in an infinite number of ways.

the garments of duality
with which unity clothes itself
hide nothing from the eye of unity,
all are utterly transparent,
unselfconscious oneness shows itself

both clothed and naked at once.

eternal perfect beloved

everything streams out of you
like rays of light from the sun.

just as those rays are invisible
while passing through space,
becoming visible only when they illuminate something,
you are invisible until you show yourself
in the form of dualities.
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e-ternal perfect beloved

.,. ̂ .

:juat as sunrise reninds us of sunset,
noon points to midnight,
and a drop of rain conjures up an ocean.

you're always in attendance, beloved,
in your indivisible oneness,
speaking a language of parts
in order to communicate the whole.

if we were chopped into tiny bits
and scattered in the four directions, like osiris,
we would never cease to be one beyond gain and loss,
never would we go away and never would we return.

all remain ever one with you, beloved,
in spite of impressions to the contrary.

what flights and falls of imagination!
they reach the mountain's summit
and plunge to the ocean depth
while seated securely on your lap like a loved child.

eternal perfect beloved

eorning cuts darkness into the appearance of manyness

gathering itself as worlds
within the reality of indivisible oneness,
you urge heart to love the worldly appearance
as well as the divine reality.

you coax and pull blossoms of love out of heart
d^st as the sun draws flowers out of a green stem,
you make a busy garden of my heart,
where fruits distill the flavors of their juice.

i salute you in my heart, you, myself and others
indivisibly one,

joined by love, but eternally inseparable
in love's monolith.
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®ternal perfect beloved

we co-dreem your creation, or better yet,
ou dream your creation through us.

you dream the forest

through the eyes of the bear and the elk
and through the solar eyes of the leaves themselves.

you dream the city through the eyes of the taxi driver
and the heavily lidded eyes of concrete and steel.

you dream desire through the eyes of newly weds,
and despair through the eyes of the unfortunate.

you dream the rhythm, the drum, the drummer's hands
and the dancer £eet.

you dream the mother's love and the baby's need.

you dream victory through the eyes of the soldier,
and surrender through the eyes of the saint.

you dream beauty through the flower's eye.

in all creation, beloved, nothing can be found
outside your dream.
only in the single eyes of the perfect ones
do you wake up from dreaming and show us the real dreamer

eternal perfect beloved

you are the dreamer whose dream we live in,
and you are the spark of reality
within the dream of each of us.

when the energy of attention doesn't flow out
through the senses into worldly life,
it acts within consciousness to create
the subtle experiences of dream life.

oh awakener, wake us up from the thralldom of sleep,
you're like an alarm clock ringing with real silence
in the midst of the day's imagined noise.

when you awaken us from our dream,
we awaken also from your dream.
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e'ternal perfect, beloved

elne-beln Made us see -that matter is in fact energy^
and developed our grasp of the consequencea of relativity,
now we await the great scientist who will make ua aee
that energy is in fact mind*
and will develop our recognition of the consequences
of indivisible unity that swallowa relativity
like sky swallows smoke and ocean swallowa rivera.

you always maintain a presence here in relativity#
beloved# in major and minor forma#
as well as your constant formless presence
in the absolute unity underlying relativity*

the world struggles
In the pollution of nuclear darkneaa.
imagine the bombs jeaus could conatruct
with his great powers#
or the electricity pythagoraa could generate with hial

you promised to return as a great scientist in 700 years.
oh beloved# don't make this world wait so long
to wake up from this dream of relativity#
and perceive the light of unity that swallows the sun
as easily as the sun swallowa the light
of even as many candles as there are stars in the sky.

please wake us now.

eternal perfect beloved

when you turn the pages of the book#
the dance of meaning sparks from word to word,
one word illuminates all others,

one book replaces the entire library.

just a single ever so slight gesture
of communication from you
makes the tragedy in life
over into the silliest humor of honest comedy.

in a moment of sparkling awake#
you play your divine leela.
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eternal perfect beloved

Kind projects the creation in space and time,
clearly tnen all sciences
physics, chemistryf biology, mathematics, mechanics
all in their various ways study mind.
they elucidate the properties of mind's projections,
which after all are not different from mind itself.

social and psychological sciences
turn attention to less concrete aspects of mind,
group and individual behavior and archtypes.

spiritual sciences — vedic, sufic and mystical --
directly study mind
in order to perceive its nature and functioning
as the creative projector of cosmic illusions
of matter within space, motion within time,
and energy within cycles of return.

spiritual understanding awakens love
for the one reality beyond illusion,
and frees mind from identification
with the limitations of cosmic illusion.

eternal perfect beloved

everything in creation comes into form within self,
exercises the options of form
and passes out of form within self,
exactly like a dream within the mind of a sleeper.

in reality self is the immeasureable depth
of deep dreamless sleep
in which dreams arise at the urging of laws
beyond the grasp of intellect.

whenever self vibrates with the question "who am i?'
dreams appear to reply in subtle and solid forms.
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et.ernal perfect, beloved

oh oneness at work everywhere in stillness,
you comb the wild fibers of impressions
into a wooly mass of memories,
and spin them into threads of sense.

you twist strands of meaning from the threads,
and lay up yarns of truth from the strands.

with the shuttle of your name
you weave these long yarns
on the nirvanic loom of absolute oneness.

you stretch them and lay them together in patterns
that reveal wholeness,
like laertes' shroud woven by penelope
as she waits for odysseus to return from war.

each night she unravels her threads 4. - -Jt
of patient sorrowful suffering . j . .
to begin anew next morning.

: l il

A

m  thus unity appears within duality,
unraveling illusion's pattern of cause and effect,
which weaves the three worlds
and binds attention in them.

eternal perfect beloved

and women consistently fail
to hear the song of your praise,
some hear it as quaint and poetic,
suited only for flights of doubtful fancy.

a few catch the thread of truth

and follow it like ariadne's guidance
to the exit from mind's labyrinth.

an occasional individual hears

the eternal song of silent praise
that hymns you so faithfully
it cannot be distinguished from you yourself.

I

,-i >
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perfect beloved

renewal of the ancient one

Se behf "f S",*'®*' •"-pervading oceanbehave like lii:ards
An the dune sand of dry deserts.

water that washes awayboth the terrifying and satisfying aspects
® ^®®A ocean with isaginary wavesand a total fantasy world of islands and aainlands.

arth^Lurh""®?"' '■•loved, to a drea.ing world
the all-nev^ S •"•"•«• ">at awakens light in shadows,tne all pervading ocean of only love.
you are the ocean, the ship and the captain too.

^^aj^nal perfect beloved

the sain work is to bring back into the heart
those who have wronged one,

aAl those whom one cannot love.

when the heart is clear
mind soars free over defenses and desires
to the nirvanic sky of divine oneness.

^ight of love shines without shadow,
beyond the reach of imagination or thought
in the total silence of breathless oneness.

®A1 the concerns of mind
with their ongoing restlessness

sbape-shifting clouds in the immaculate heavenof reality's indisputable oneness.
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eternal perfect beloved

this flower of love, this creation
pulls apart into opposites longing for each other
behind the appearance of fear and aggression.

this mult i-pet aled rose of creation
catches the eye in a net of color
and casts a spell over the nose,
while it tears at the fingers that grip it.

oh love, you are the indivisible union
in which opposites gladly obliterate each other.

oh lover, let every shred of flesh be stripped away.

oh beloved, moret more! more!

until your enchantment wipes out everything
except your beauty bursting the limits of *y hear

eternal perfect beloved

t: ''|
everything in creation makes a show *1--
of turning its back on its mate,
while they secretly embrace each other
and whisper your name almost inaudibly.

only real lovers can hear it
over the shouts and threats of normal intercourse.

eternal perfect beloved

of course real love looks shockingly different
from media portrayals of love.

i'm stunned that the world exactly as it is,
suspended in the ocean of only love, i^ real

the media hint about disappointment and struggl® ^?oveT^'
but they didn't prepare me to accept suffering a®

nobody ever mentioned that the bitterest pain
one day becomes the sweetest drop in love's cup.

just OS it is, this six flags luna park tivoli world
is nothing other than only love.
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eternal perfect beloved

whenever we think a thought consciouely^
we unconsciously create the opposite of that thought.

whenever we speak a word,
we silently speak its opposite in unconsciousness»
thus creating sinultaneously
^ot.h in light and in darkness.

sind becomes choked with thoughts
like an untended garden overrun with weeds.
false ego is infinitely unconscious.

thoughts move through your brilliance like shadows,
beloved.

ego is infinitely conscious,

you feed the heart

through the infinite consciousness of real ego.
you water the heart's thirst with overflowing abundance
that melts the ice of ignorance.

eternal perfect beloved

every thought hides half its truth
like a reversible tapestry
with opposite designs on each side.
we may believe this to be front and that back
or vice versa, this one right, that one wrong.

but you, beloved, permit no hidden truth,
in the indivisibility of your omniscience,
you pull the single yarn of my thinking
which unravels the interlocked stitches
of mind's colorful dream work.

the joy of indivisible union in oneness
cascades into my heart
fulfilling its longing for wholeness in love.

oh single being, thick with all doublenesses,
like a beehive full of honey guarded by menacing stingers,
you are forever as busy as a great queen bee
laying ever more eggs of days full of honey and poison.
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t-ternal perfect beloved

i can't aay light, i can't aay dark.
you are the one who holds light and darkness together
by the opening and closing of your mind's eye.

you are the adamant oneness of reality
covered over by the projection of soft aanyness

the divine rent sleep of the sun and moon.

the brilliance of oneness permits no shadow show
dark and light forms in stillness or in motion.

the Bight of you atomizes the entire creation^
^"bo droplets of imagination that instantly evaporate

the heat of your unspeakable oneness.

source and goal^ you are the points of perspective
behind where the road arises,
and in front where it disappears in apparent distance.

eternal perfect beloved

enlightenment is the final clear seeing
of what one has been looking at forever
with differing degrees of miscomprehension,
fascination with variety causes one to miss
the indivisible oneness within and beyond it.

1'*

^^Sbtenment means the undeniable realization
that reality is absolutely indivisibly one,
and therefore all that which is divisible
~~ matter, energy, feeling and thought — are illusion.

enlightenment is the unquestionably clear
perception of the real and the false,
the direct intuition of the self and its dream.
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eternal perfect beloved

without you i'» lonely in a forest of thoughts
full of black and white machine gun ^agpies,
and the naked x's, y's and z's of winter trees.

when you're with me,
light outshines a million suns.
no shadow falls on the wildflower moods of mays,
love niagaras in heart,
washing it free of suppressed aggression.

no matter how people treat me,
or how they behave toward each other,
all in fact express only the many faces and tones
of love for the great variety of beloveds
who fill the wide world with allurements
and the pleasures of union.

eternal perfect beloved

the golden rain of gratefulness
becomes the river of grace watering the entire creation
as it returns to the all-pervading ocean of oneness
through night and day dream landscapes
of phantoms and fantasy.

in reality you have no time or place for dream,
you walk without legs, fly without wings
and think without mind.

oh supreme oneness, whatever you do, i do.

i find the ocean of oneness

and give up the duality of asleep and awake,
can one have a dream about not dreaming?
i float in the ocean like a wooden alarm clock.
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Ir ©ternal perfect, beloved

you say that we have had enough of words^
enough explanations and instructions,
and now we must live thea.

but you, have you had enough of words,
enough praise and prayers and thanks
bo fill your fathomless heart?

writing these words is a great gift for me
that keeps my attention focussed in you,
a device for constant remembrance.

so what if they don't please men,
and so what if they fall short in my eyes too!
oh beloved, pray listen to the real message
that lies behind words.

eternal perfect beloved

your words nourish the conscious heart

like breads of palatable love seed,
OS tough and perennial as grass.

oh al 1-pervading ocean of shadowfree love,
what shall i say to the world
and how shall i say it in order most to please you?

each day must have its poem
and every age its classics.
to whom can a thanksgiving heart sing truth
and be heard?
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a brain like sclaaors and a heart, like glue
a golden rain o£ gratefulness
a golden rain of grat.lt.ude falls Into ay heart
a morning of mankind dawns In your dreaa
absolute oneneaa

all depend on you who are the oneness
all Impreaalona fall before real oneness
all la you
all of these thoughts that 1 hang on to
all projections arise two by two
all-pervading ocean of oneness
all-pervading ocean of oneness
all-pervading ocean of oneness
all-pervading ocean of oneness, meeting you
all-pervading ocean of oneness, you are love
all-pervading ocean which Isn't there
almighty, all truthful, all loving one
archlmedes, with his lever on his shoulder
as 1 awaken from deep sleep ■

at best the world promises temporary happiness ^ ̂
at first 1 didn't recognize you In the crowd
attacked by the angry forces of mays

1
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119
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66

24

40

41

3

59

32

28

20

black and white seablrds
53

brahma belly g?
brahma dreams earth and water
bring out the words of your new literature
buddha purnlma, full moon In may

94

28

135
come back to reality, you say.
consciousness — mind

consciousness rooted In Intergalactic space
curses pop Into consciousness like gas bubbles

72
do not cling to any opposite, you say.
do not cling to any opposite, you say.
do not cling to any opposite, you say. _
do not let me get caught up i
duality provides a window on unity

elnsteln made us see that matter Is In fact energy 145
151

even a mind drowned In the all-pervading iis
even the slightest stirring of the all-pervading
every moment I'm not looking at you

emperor xerxes punished the ocean with whips
enlightenment Is the final clear seeing ^2
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every thought hides hal£ its truth 150
everybody is already a baba-lover 29
everything in creation coses into form within self 146
everything in creation makes a show 149
everything is wet with the water of oneness 19
everything lies within you 121
everything streams out of you 142

first we turn to you as the almighty 95
flotsam and Jetsam float in the ocean 24
forgive me for clinging in my selfishness 83
four strands of consciousness weave together 92
freedom flows out of love for god 83
from bedrock reality in the oneness of only love 117

god is 35

god personal» avatar, awakener 90
god's life is shared by all creatures 23

here you are in your unspeakable indivisibility 141
how can i be so foolish as to fall 139
how can you be praised sufficiently 57
how odd to know and feel myself infinitely still 6&

i am a leaf on the meher baba tree 124
i am a manifestation of your manifestation 136
i am caught up in the dream as if it were real 24
i am the world endeavoring to love you 7
i awaken on a shore beside the sea 44
i call on your forgiveness again and again 129
i call things real that are not real 132
i can't conceal my dream of desire from you 33
i can't say light, i can't say dark 151
i can't win with me 132
i feel like a larva winding myself 8
i play this trick on myself 51
i praise the infinite richness of your imagination 88
i row with a pair of these shapely branches 114
i see the oneness of rain, lake, river, ocean, cloud 27
i sit here discarding divisions ^5
i sit with closed eyes and tour a conglomerate mass 49
i thank you with my mind 51
i think unkind thoughts and say ungrateful words 50
i throw myself into the ocean of oneness 138
i was losing touch with gratitude 131
i will not eat that apple of good and evil 9
i wrap my dualities in your name 5
i'm an illusion

i'm the biggest hypocrite in the world 126
i'm totally trapped in reality 35
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If god answered his que8t.lon "who am 1?" 110
If - say 1 want. t.o love you sore 64
If you llf-b ae up, praise and exalt se 77
In all t.he faces of the world 109
In ay dreaa 1 think to write poeaa .31
In ayself 1 am £ree, by your grace . 48
In order to live In absolute freedom and oneness 99
In the golden rain of gratefulness 82
In the nondual state beyond right and wrong 81
In the outer oneness of all things 27
In the practical world 91
In the silence beyond every distraction 121
In this market age» when the prevailing worldvlew 89
In this mighty contest for attention and allegiance 84
In this worldly circus the avatar leads the parade 71
In your Indivisible ma:jeaty 78
Indivisible oneness enters Into duality 141

:)ust as sunrise reminds us of sunset 143

lachesls and atropos^ you three old dames 79

let mind plow the field gG
let this golden rain of gratitude ever fall 80
let words of only love flow 140
light Is to color, hue and vision 78
like beads on a string, you say, as you center 34
loneliness overtakes me 58
love for you makes Its presence felt In my attitude 80
love Is not something one has 58
love Is the needle that stitches 79

mays pinches me between the tools of man and woman 134
men and women consistently fall 147
mind dances around on the two feet of duality 32
mind deals In halftruths 77

mind dreams up these Islands 33
mind, like the rock of slsyphos, rolls repeatedly 80
mind moves from thought to thought
mind projects the creation In space and time
morning concert on the street 113
morning cuts darkness into the appearance of manyness 143
muhammad krlshna ram buddha 29
my body has Its desires — food, sex, comfort 34
my mind says wooing words, like a suitor 128
my mind slips Into a letter for a friend 25

newton's law that 96
nlrvanlc oneness remains always absolute vacuum 45
not ex nlhllo, but ex unlto 35
nothing to watch, no one to watch it 32
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85

68

65

47

1

147

104

obviouBly there's e film festival in the theater 131
of course rea'l love looks shockingly different 149
oh absolute vacuum of all-pervading ocean 112
oh all-pervading ocean of oneness 41
oh almighty oneness that nothing can divide
oh ancient one, awakener
oh awakener
oh awakener with your many lovely faces 55
oh constant and continual renewal of the ancient one 148

friend as close as my own heart 7
visible one, nirvanic oneness 4S

oh indivisible reality 26
of oneness that shines without shadow 122

oh light without shadow 122
oh nirvanic oneness, only you are not imaginary
oh olive of exquisite taste, meher baba
oh oneness at work everywhere in stillness
oh post of reality in the ground of illusion
oh purifier, you who provide no place 9
oh self indivisible, you play this mirror game 10
oh shadowless one
oh unbegun and never-ending one 140
oh water of oneness that wets every heart 112
oh well of renewal in a war torn world 111
oh what a dry night
oh worldly web of opposites in tension 45
one and indivisible godself baba 8
one can never lose the ocean g3
oneness is asleep and has to be awakened by manyness 47
oneness is everywhere outside of space and time 19
only when i'm naked do i meet you 39
opon my skull and let all the birds of opinion 125
open the heart river to irrigate 62

power -- mental 94
pushing through the onslaught of world events 87

quest for self drives the universe 106

reality hidden within the dream 18
'^ooHty milks the dream of every tear 7
remove every desire from me 129
riding the vehicle of attention driven by love 96

saoshyant vishnu maitreya christ madhi meher baba 77
shake me out of these stupidities 125
should i distinguish between you and your shadow 61
Bitting in the early morning sunshine 67
sitting on a false shore 23
surprising little imagined acts of aggression 128
swimming through the dream of brahma to its source 47
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-talking about you requires learning a new language es
-thank you £or this christnas gi£t 5
-the absolute vacuum o£ intergalactic space 37
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness 12
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness 15
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness 17
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness 41
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness 44
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness £alls as easily I6
the all-pervading ocean o£ oneness washes away li
the apparent £orm o£ the £ornless is sky 36
the avatar lives a li£e that changes 104
the color£ul weavings o£ opposites 118
the consciousness o£ interstellar space 37
the dogs bark and snarl at me 21
the dogs o£ duality bark and growl 15
the £uel and spark o£ the sun's energy 62
the golden rain o£ grate£ulness 152
the golden rain o£ gratefulness falls 84
the golden rain of gratefulness falls 99
the golden rain of gratitude falls all directions 46
the human personality of the avatar 76
the light of oneness casts no shadow 113
the main work is to bring back into the heart 148
the moment one speaks ' 120
the most important fact that mind can grasp 74
the physical universe, earth 54
the poison in shiva's throat kills 17
the projected personality 106
the rhythm, melody and dance of doubles and halves 110
the rhythm of mind is emptiness 73
the seeds of separative personality are ground 69
the silent voice of oneness 100
the sound of krishna's flute 63
the truth and beauty of your words 82
the whole created universe revolves on god's wrist 6
the whole of life distracts the pilgrim 115
the world doesn't always play with me 134
the world like a hungry tiger 133
the world with all its tools and toys 114
the worldly mind resembles a game of tennis 39
there is only one oneness, paramatma, and that is you 83
these poems give me a vehicle of remembrance 88
this elusive love 59
this flower of love, this creation 149
those who will arrest you 130
though words all root themselves in manyness 31
thoughts form like rain drops, snow flakes and hail 12
thoughts pass dreamily by 139
to facilitate relationship with the avatar 71
today is today 107
truth is like a big blob of dough 74
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creation, or better yet 144-  *■ — 1 AAWhat sort o£ love is this that belittles 58
what sound purifies duality of its partiality? 52
*'^®'t's the difference between loving you 80
when i express love for you - — -xwv«3 zox* you 126

i lolligag around in the underbrush 55when i raise the glass of love to ay lips 130
when i'a awake, thoughts aake sense 50
when the knowing nature 93
when you turn the pages of the book 145
whenever i think a thought consciously 150
while i struggle to swia, you teach ae to drown 4
while wide awake in the all-pervading ocean of oneness 54
Who aa i to put ay foot down 123
who understands what "one" aeans? 98
without you, avatar, we would never recognize ourselves 81
without you i'a lonely in a forest of thoughts 152
without your love for us 95
without your love, i could never allow ayself to live 97
without your love, i would only lie 137
wonder of wonders, grace beyond aeasure

4

65
56

100

you also love those who reject you
you are all-aerciful
you are at the center of the whole
you are in everything, not with your aeherbaba face 73
you are ay faaily, ay father and aother 13
you are that star which illuminates millions 89
you are that unspeakable one reality 90
you are the all-pervading ocean of oneness 10
you are the all-pervading ocean of oneness 21
you are the creator of aanyness within one 32
you are the dharaakaya, the realm of absolute unity 93
you are the dreamer whose dream we live in 144
you are the freedom of all-pervading oneness 48
you are the oneness of only love 113
you are the point the pendulum of breath hangs from 123
you are the projector, sustainer and absorber 14
you are the self of all beings 14
you are the space between stars only relative to stars 38
you are three oceans in one 84
you author every drama 118
you beyond-mind who divide yourself 116
you busy yourself tirelessly 73
you come along with me as i wander 51
you come among us as human 109
you give ae the gift of seeing you 117
you go through your protean changes of appearance 70
you have your fun with me, divine playmate 67
you hide within bodies, feelings and thoughts 65
you imagine divisions of the indivisible 53
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you, old man of t.he sea 49
you reveal your presence by a silence 120
you reveal yourself ic.Jividually in every being 110
you say t-hat. we have had enough of words 153
you bake the threat out of the world 107
you truly love, love truly both ways 108
you turn the key of love that unlocks the heart 139
you unspeakable zero-many-one 76
you weary the blissful heart in the separation 52
you who imagine suns and planets 40
your love flows through subtle veins in creation 86
your meher baba body comes from indivisible reality 39
your play makes imaginary islands in the real sea 23
your power is so great that you can kill me dead 125
your unity beyond mind 69
your words nourish the conscious heart 153

5 states of duality 31
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